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Subject: A Conference Program of Religious Education. 
Introduction—Purpose of this treatise.
I. The Need and Significance of an Adequate Program of Religious
Education.
1. The Church having been.given the task of religious instruction
and training has not seriously attempted the building of 
an adequate system of religious education.
2. Millions of our youth have no religious instruction—a danger
point to our national security and civilization.
3. The religious Instruction now given is limited in time and
efficiency.
4. Modern Sunday school movements reveal the need..
5. An adequate program of religious education will increase
righteousness and secure the solidarity and perpetuity 
of the state.
II. A Conference or District Program.
1. The Conference is an effective agency in the propaganda 
work of developing religious education.
a. A connecting link between denominational organization
and the people.
b. Has resources for the work.
III. Goals to be Achieved in a Conference Program




o. An Executive Secretary or Religious Education Director.
d. Presiding Elders or District Superintendents as Active
agents.
e, A Conference Sunday School Board Constitution, «
2. Committees on Education Established in every Local Church.
3. standardization of the Organization and Gradation of every
Local Church School.
a. Administration in Local School.
b. Officers in Local School.
c. Standard for Grading the Local School.
(1) As to Pupils.
(2) As to Teachers.
(3) As to Curriculum.
4. Active Promotion of a standard of Excellence.
The International Standard.
The Methodist Episcopal Standard.





The Standard Proposed hyDr, i.'alter S. Atheam.
5. Conference Sunday School Board Policy and Objectives, ^
a. Code of Principles
b. Special Obj^ectives.
}
Suggestions and Materials for Pveaching these Goals.
1. Attitude 'of Officers and iTorkers.
S, Meetings of the Conference Sunday School Board,
3. Activities of Leaders.
Efficiency Suggestions for Officers and Department 
Superintendents.
4. Rallies, Tours, Institutes, and Conventions,
A Standard for Building Conventions.
5. Sunday School Association Conventions.
6. Community Training Schools and Week Day Schools of Religion,
7. Suggested Plans, Programs and Materials for the use of District
Superintendents and other Leaders.
a. Subjects for Sermons.
b. Quarterly Conference Questlonaire.
c. Addresses, for Leaders* Conferences.
(1) Vital Principles of Administration,
(2) The Organization and Coordination of the Church
and the Church School.
(3) Qualities Which Insure Leadership.
d. Addresses for Teachers' Meetings.
(1) The Importance of the Workers* Conference,
(2) The Test of Good Teaching,
(3) A Pew Psychological Equations for the Teacher to
Remember.
(4) The Function of Ideals,
(5) Important Concepts for Teachers,
(6) ?,Iotivation in Teaching.
(7) The Criteria of a Good Recitation.
(8) Securing Proper Class Spii’it.
(9) Teaching a Class of Boys from 12-14
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(10) Preparation and Presentation of a Lesson.
(11) A Teacher^s Standard.
(12) Special Days.
(13) A Talk on Choosing a Profession.
0. Addresses at Rallies, Institutes and Conventions.
For Rallies.
(1) Ihe Sunday School a Challenge to Christian Workers.
(2) Simple Elements of 'Success in Sunday School Work.
(3) Enemies to ©vercome.
For Institutes. A Sample Program.
(1) Tentative Standard for Evaluating Lesson Series.
(2) Equipment for Church School.
For Conventions. A Sample Program.
(1) The Program of the Church School.
(2) Why'Grade the Child and the Curriculum.
f. Community Meetings of Church Workers.
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Discussion of Problems in a Unitary System of 
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A Conference Program of Religious Education#
It is the purpose of this treatise to show to religious leaders 
the great importance of Religious Education in.our day; the need and 
possibility of a Conference Program of Religious Education; and to pre­
sent plans and materials for the same.
I. The Need and Significance of an Adequate Program of
Religious Education.
There has been a long felt need in this and other countries 
for a more adequate and effective system of Religious Education. Our 
nation has steadfeCstly held to the wise policy of the separation of 
church and state. The state has built up a wonderful system of public 
schools and of secular and scientific education as an absolute essen­
tial to the security of our national life and a high type of civillaa- . 
tion. The religious oultui’e of the people has been left to the church. 
But the church has not taken her teaching function as seriously as ba s 
the state. Consequently millions of our citizens and growing youth 
have very little, if any, religious knowledge, experience, ‘and cultxa^e. 
When we remember that.religion—the Christian r0llgion“is the most 
fundamental essential for a high type of civilization and for our 
national perpetuity and that the lack of it constitutes fertile soil 
for the seed of* all manner of evil and defection, then wo may well be 
startled with the seriousness of the situation.
The Interohurch World S\n*vey presents these facts:—"The United 
States of America has been invaded by three enemy armies which threat­
en our national existence. First, there is within our borders an army 
of five and one-half million illiterate*above nine years of age; sec­
ond, there is an amny of fifty million people above nine years of age 






third, there is an army of twenty-seven million Protestant children 
and youth, under twenty-five years of age, who are not enrolled in 
any Sunday school or other institution for religious training."
When we add to the thought of 50,000,000 not in any church, and 
27,000,000 Protestant children not In any Sunday school, the lamentable 
facts that there are 16,000,000 American Protestant Svinday school chil­
dren getting only a brief half hour of religious instruction once a 
week in the church with Inadequate equipment and for the most part m- 
trained teachers, and almost no religious instruction In our busy home 
life, and that only two cents out of a dollar of all the money the 
church is raising goes to the religious education of our people, thoi 
we may well look for almost any sort and amount of trouble and evil in 
our fair country, and we need not expect the church, which is not sav­
ing and training in Christian nurture its own children, to speedily 
save the world.
This felt need for more adequate religious instruction and train­
ing has been apparent in the movements of the church and Sunday school. 
The International S. S. Association has greatly changed and enlarged 
its activities. We have witnessed the introduction of teacher-train­
ing, organized classes, departmental organization, graded lessons, 
workers* conferences, increased circulation of literature and books, 
the creation of the Religious Education Association, and Sunday School 
Council of Evangelical Denominations, the founding of community -schools, 
week day schools of religion,* and departments of religious education in 
colleges and seminaries, and : the erection of a new type of churches 
built for school pttnposes.
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The ”World Siirvey” briefly contrasts the alarming facts and the 
immediate needs thus:—
■ Alarming Pacts in connection with religious education.
1. Unreached millions*
2. Inadequate amount of time for religious training in 
the home and choirch.
3.. Untrained, immature and unsupervised, voluntary teachers 
and officers.
4. Inadequate body of curriculum material.
5. Meager financial support.
Outstanding needs in the field of religious education.
1. A program of Sunday school■extension and efficiency.
2. The promotion of week-day and vacation schools of 
religion.
3. Close supervision and practical training for voluntary 
workers, and training schools for professional leaders.
4. Enriched courses of study.
, 5. A mo3^© generous financial support.
The significance of an adequate program of religious education 
bannot be fully stated or measured. It 'will mean vast amounts of 
money flowing for good purposes, many thousands of trained workers and 
leaders settingvraotion tremendous forces of righteousness. It will 
mean an earnest attempt to reach and train every child and youth of our 
nation in the history, truths, principles, practices, spirit and life 
of the Christian religion. This will decrease crime, immorality, degre- 
datlon, indolence, poverty, dissension, and all our internal enemies.
It will result in more Christians, more church members and churches, 
more schools and benevolent institutions, increase and elevate the 
industries, trades and professions, produce greater unity and loyalty, 
a higher type of Americanism, and secure th6 solidarity ahd perpetuity 
of the state.
II. A Conference or District Program.
In the propaganda work of fostering and developing religious 
education for all the people no agency can be more effective than the 
Conference or District organization of the denominations. Olie Confer-
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onoe is the connecting and mediating link between the denominational 
and interdenominational boards and officers, and the churches and 
people of the communities in which the churches operate. The denomi­
national agencies may seem somewhat foreign and remote to the people.
The Conference agencies can be in close and frequent touch with them.
In its policies and plans for Christian service in the territory it 
covers, no Conference can afford to neglect this very vital problem 
'of religious education. The ability, the authority, and the responsi­
bility are inherent. The workers and materials are available for ef­
fective organization. The purpose and results are challenging and 
compelling. Every denominational Conference or district should have 
a practical, directive, and progressive program of religious education.
III. Goals to be Achieved in a Conference Program. •
1. There should be a well organized Conference Sunday School 
Board. The Board should have:—
a. Officers; President, Vice-President, Secretar»y, and 
Treasurer. (The latter two might constitute one office.)
b. Department Superintendents; Administration, Education, 
Extension, Workers' Training, Children’s Division, (including Cradle 
Roll, Beginners’, Primary, and Junior departments). Young People’s 
Division, (Intermediate, Senior and Young People’s departments). Adult 
Division, (Adults and Home Departments), Christian Citizenship, Missions 
and Evangelism. This Board should be made up of ministers, laymen, and 
laywomen who are not only deeply interested but well trained in the work 
of religious education.
c. An Executive Secretary or Religious Education Director.
Xt would be exceedingly advantageous for efficiency and success if a 
specialist in religious education could be employed to devote his whole 
time to this work in the bounds of the Conference. It would he his duty
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to: !• Plan, with the Board, the policy and program for the Conference.
2. Disseminate information and inspiration. 3. Introduce and promote 
plans in conventions and churches. 4, Organize. 5. Delegate authority 
and resources as well as responsihiiitlas. 6. Supervise. 7. Conduct 
research. 8. Open laboratory and demonstration centers.
The Conference Director should present a- written report to the 
Annual .Convention and ^the Annual Conference. This report «hould show 
the actions taken by thQ Conference# Sunday School Board, and work done 
by the departments. Hew movements; objectives and phases of^work plan­
ned; any new educational policies launched; account of his own work;— 
letters sent; literatipe sent; schools visited; addresses made; kinds 
of addresses; articles written; rallies; institutes and conventions 
planned-;-attended; financial Qffosrts; money raised; miles trAveled; 
expenses; work done for his own efficiency; needs of the work thrcugh- 
out the field; Increases; encouraging features of work in the Confer­
ence, etc.
d. Presiding Elders or District^Superintendents as Active 
Agents. (Hereafter the term. District Superintendent,will be used).
The Board and its officers and superintendents should counsel with 
the District superintendents, aspeclally where there can be no gimt 
Conference Director of Religious Education, and commit their plans 
and policies to them that they may introduce same and put them into 
operation throughout the district. The District Superintendent can 
do much to promote the cause of religious Education 'and greater 
efficiency in Sunday school work by; 1. Preaching sermons on the sub­
ject. 2., Making inquiries and offering suggestions about Sunday school 
xtork at the Quarterly Conferences. 3. Holding teachers' and officers* 
meetings. ^ 4. Sending out letters and literature. 5. Conducting Sun­
day school rallies, institutes and conventions. { See section on
6
Suggestions, Plans and Materials.) U)h9 District Superintendent should 
have a section in his annual report to Conference on work done by the 
schools, and his own efforts and activities in behalf of religious 
education.
e* A Conference Sunday School Board Constitution.
This Constitution should state the Name, define the Purpose, Membership, 
Officersi Elections and Meetings, Departments, Duties of Officers, and 
Department Superintendents, Rule for Amendments, and provide the By-Laws. 
The Denominational Sunday school Board Constitution and literature and 
the International Sunday school Association Manual will furnish informa­
tion as to the duties of officers and department superintendents'.
2. Committees .on Education Established in every Local Church. 
Every church should have a committee on education appointed by the 
official board of the church and held responsible to this board. The 
committee may be small but should be strong in qaxallfioations. It may 
consist of the Pastor, Sunday School director or superintendent, and 
three other members of educational ability and experience. This com­
mittee will be held responsible'for the, educational work of the church. 
They will infbcm themselves in all matters of religious education and 
seek to pass it on to the congregation. They will make policies said 
programs for the Sunday school and, counsel with the'officers, depart­
ment heads and teachers.
3. standardization of the Organization and Gradation of 
every Local Church School.
a. For the purpose of adequate Administration the school 
should have: 1. The Religious Education Committee of .the Church; 2.
The Necessary Officers, Heads of Departments and Committees; 3. Regu­
lar Meetings of the Sunday School Board,- (composed of Officers and 
Department Superintendents); 4. Regular workers* Conferences; 5. Ac­
curate Records and Reports.
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b. Wherever the numbers and workers of a school will permit 
there should be the following officers:
General Superintendent or Director.
Assistant General Superintendent.
Superintendent of Teacher Training.
Superintendents of Departments: Cradle Roll, Beginners, 
Primary, Junior, Intermediate, Senior, Young.People’s, 
Adult, Home Department, Parents' Instruction.
General Secretai^-, in charge of all records of the school.
Assistant Secretary assigned to each organized department.
Membership Secretary, (Assistants where necessary) who has 
charge of methods to secure now members, enrollment afid 
Classification of pupils, and the fol,lowing-up of absen­
tees.
Birthday Secretary.







Committees; Program, Special Days, Evangelism, Social, 
Citizenship, etc.























Adult Department “ 25------
Home Department (Those who cannot attend the school) 
Teacher Training (Seniors, Young People and Adults)
As to Teachers:
Teachers selected on the basis of training, natural 
and acquired ability to teach certain grades. Impressive qualities 
of personality, and appropriate Christian experience in life.
As to Curriculum:
The material taught should be characterized by fruitful 
knowledge, and power to produce proper attitudes. Ideals, Christian 
experience and conduct. It must be adapted psychologically to meet 
the age, ability, needs, and interests of the pupils in their various 
stages of development.
4. Active Promotion of a Standard of Excellence.
Any school will work with a higher idealism, greater 
enthusiasm, and with larger results if they have a standaa^d of measure­
ment and achievement hefore them. Everysehool should adopt its own 
Denominational, International, or some authoratively recognised Stan­
dard. We herewith give four: the International .Standard which has 
"been adopted by the Methodist Episcopal Church except in items under 
"Means;” the Baptist Standard, the Standard of the Evangelical Asso­
ciation, and the Standard proposed by Dr. Walter S. Athearn.
The International Standard.
I • The Aim
1. To win every available member of the community to
the Sunday School.
2. To win the members of the Sunday School to Christ
and the Church; to instruct and train them for 
Intelligent and effective Christian living; and 
to enlist them in definite Christian Service.
II. The Means.
1. A Ca«dlo Roll and Home Department.
2. An Organized Class in both Young People's and
Adult Divisions.
3. A Teacher Training Class*
4. Departmental Organization and Graded Instmiction.
5. Missionary Instruction and Offering.
6. Temperance Instruction.
7. Definite Decision for Christ Urged.,
8. Workers* Conference Kegularly Held.





(Each point is entitled to ten credits)
III• The Product
The measure of a school's efficiency is the character 
of Its product. The following tests should, therefore, be applied con­
stantly. 1. Is the interest of the pupils in the school in­
creasing? Does this manifest itself in an in­
creasing average attendance?
2. Is their knowledge of the Bible growing?
3. Is their devotional life steadily developing and
are they uniting with the church?
4. Do they show increasing interest and efficiency







(Grouping by age, interest and capacity.)
2. GRADED INSTRUCTION.
(Graded lessons and graded methods of instinaction.)
5. TRAINED TEACHERS AND OFEICERS.
(At least fifty per cent of the teachers and officers 
either students or graduates of an approved training 
course.)
4. CONTINUOUS EVANGELISM.
5. GRADED SERVICE ACTIVITIES.
6. ORGANIZATION FOR SYSTEMATIC MISSIONARY INSTRUCTION AND 
GIVING.
7. REGULAR CHURCH ATTENDANCE.






(5) New members * canvas s•
2. Membership.
(1) Average attendance equaling sixty per cent of enrolment.
(2) Enrolment equal to resident church-membership.
(3) R0ports annually filed with Sunday-school director or
other denominational officer.
5. Grading.








(2) Secondary division classes.
(3) Certificates of recognition.
6. Teacher-training.
(1) Cilas3 at school session or class of present teachers at
some other time.
(2) Correspondence-^tudy students or representatives at stammer
assembly dr training institute.
7. Worker*s Conferences.
(1) 'Offjbers* and teachers^ meeting at least monthly, with pre­
pared program based on workers* library.




(1) Missionary teachiiag from the platform and in class.
(2) Temperance instruction at least quarterly.
9. .Finance.
(1) Offering for current expenses weekly.
(2) Regular offering for missions. Including






1. A Religious Education Committee of Church 2
2. necessary Officers and Committees 2
3. Regular Meetings of Stinday School Board 2
4. Regular workers* Conferences 2
5. Accurate Records and Reports 2-10
II. Organization and Gradation
1- Divisions:
Children’s, Young People’s, Adult 2
2. Departments: (Regular)
Beginners, Primary, Junior, Younger Boys and Girls,
Older Boys and Girls, Young People’s, Adult 2
3. Departments: (Extension) Cradle Roll, Home Department 2
4. Pupils Graded 2
5. Annual Promotions 2-10
#
III. Instruction
1. Definite, Planned Period of Worship 2
2. Graded Instruction Throughout the School, with Graded
Lessons in the Children’s Division 2
3. Systematic Instruction in Stewardship of Life and
SSQ^stance 2
4. Systematic Missionary Instruction 2
5. Instruction in Christian Citizenship 2-10•s
IV. Equipment
m 1. Separate Rooms or screened Spaces2. proper Furnishings
3. Illustrative Material








V. Membership and Attendance
li Enrolment Sui^asslng the Resident Church Membership
2. Definite Program for Increase ^ ^ *3. Average Attendance equal to 70% of Resident Enrolment
4. Membership Secretary
VI. Evangelism and Church Membership
1. Preparation for Decision through Prayer and Instruction 3 
2* Presenting Special Opportunities for Decision ^
3. Promoting Development in Christian Life g
4. Enlisting in Church Attendance and Church Membership ^-10
VII. oi*ganized Classes with Denominational- 
International Certificate of Recognition
1. In Yoxing People *s Division ^
2. In Adult Division ‘
VIII. Workers’ Training
1. Using Evangelical Training Course ^ «2. Students in training in local Sunday School Training
Class, in Community Training School, or by Correspon­
dence
3. Course in Regular Gurricultm,
4
3-10




4* Week Day.Activities 
•5. Community Service
X. Finance
1. Annual Budget Adopted
2. Weekly Offering for Current Expenses
3. Regular Offering for Missions4. Conference and General Sunday School Apportionments
fully met





Dr. Walter S. Athearn^a Ten Point Standard 
(10 Credits to each point) ,
I. Relation to the Church.
1. Standing Coinmittee on Religious Education.
2. Church assumes entire financial responsibility for school*
II. Adequate building and equipment.
III. Correlation of Agencies.
(E^jworth League, Christian .Endeavor, Young People's Alliaice, 
Junior Societies, Boy Scouts, Girls* Campfire, Clubs, etc.)
IV. Curriculum and worship graded.
V. Graded Organlaatlon. /
VI. Training for leadership.
1. Teacher-training class..
a. Approved course.''hi Library equipment approved.
2, A Workers* Conference Meeting regularly.
VII. Special instruction and activities,
1. Evangelistic.
2. Missionary instruction—correlated with regular curriculum.
3. Enlist volunteers for ministry and mission field.
4. Temperance Instruction.
5. Definite .plan for cultivating Church-going habit.
VIII. Element of time.
1. Not less than one hour each week for worship and study not 
included in church worship.
2.Not less than one hour each week for some form of expresdion- 
al work correlated with the church school for all above pri­
mary grades.
IX. Benevolences.
1. Regular offerings from school for work of local church.
2. Offerings for home and foreign missionary societies.
3. Offerings for Denominational and Interdenominational Asso­
ciations.
4. Special instruction in stewardship and benevolent giving.
X. Affiliations.
1. With the International Sunday-School Association.
2. With the Denominational Sunday-School Board.
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5. Conference Sunday-School Board Adopts a Yearly Policy with 
One or more Special Objectives.
Every year the Board should map out a' code of principles 
to be followed, and the general and particular objectives to be achieved 
with plans and methods for reaching them. This will lend inspiration, 
place responsibility, raise hopes and ideals, secure activity and ac­
complish results.
(1) Such principles should be adopted as:—
a. This Board will touch and help every school and
community where this Conference is in operation.
It will neglect no section of the field.
b. Unity in spirit, coordination and cooperation in
plans and methods must be maintained in the 
various departments.
c. The spiritual must be kept to the front and made
to dominate and permeate the mechanical.
d. The purpose is to build up Christ's Kingdom in
general and further the interests of the denomi­
nation.
e. The Board believes that Sunday-school work should
be based upon and regulated by sound educational 
theory and practice,.
(S) Such objectives for the year may be proposed as:—
a. Organize one or more new Sunday Schools in neg­
lected communities.
b. Certain per cent (for example, 70^) increase in
membership’, conversions, and accessions to the 
church.
c. Certain Kumber of life work decisions.
d. Certain number of teacher training classes and
graduates.
e. ■ Certain-ger cent increase In finances for local
‘ work and for missions and benevolences.
f. Certain number of Schools reaching all the points,
or certain per cent of the p'olnts, on the 
Standard*
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IV. Suggestions and Materials for Reaching these Goals and 
Objectives.
1. Success in building and working out an adequate Conference 
Program of Religious Education will depend first of all on the vision, 
ability, enthusiasm, and hard, consistent, faithful, cooperartive efforts 
of the Conference Sunday School Board Officers and Department Superin­
tendents, the Director and Py'eslding Elders or District Superintendents. 
The vision, enthusiasm, and example of these leaders will produce vision, 
desire and cooperation on the part of local church workers. V/hen all 
unite efforts on a unified systematic plan gratifying results will be 
inevitable-.
2. The Conference Board, with the Religious Education Direc­
tor, should meet once a quarter, not less than twice a year, to learn 
of the needs, the weaknesses, failures, and successes of the work 
throughout the field, raise objectives, make plans, strengthen the 
plans and encourage the various members. The policy and plans of f-|iie 
Board should always be submitted In writing to the Presiding Elders or 
District Superintendents whether or not they are on the Board or in the 
Board Meetings.
3. Activities of Leaders.
Let the Religious Education Director, the Officers and 
Department Superintendents of the Conference Board keep in touch with 
the local schools by frequently sending out letters and literature; by 
asking for information and reports; by visiting the schools; calling 
the heads of their departments together for instruction and conference; 
and-by speaking at Rallies, Institutes, and Conventions.
Efficiency Suggestions to Officers and Department 
Superintendents.
(1) Study your office. What does It mean? ^That are its 
opportunities? What are its requirements?
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(2) Send for Instructions to the Denominational Head­
quarters, and the International Sunday School 
Association Headquarters*
(3) Read your Denominational papers an& literature.
Read the best leaflets and hoolcs on your department.
(4) Attend all the Board and Committee meetings.
(5) Attend such conventions, officers* training confer­
ences, and schools of religious education as will 
help to make you more efficient.
(6) Study your field. Know your conference and its
schools and especially the workers in your depart­
ment •
(7) Write frequent reports to the Conference. Director,
the Denominational head of your department and 
the General Secretary.
(8) Stick tenaciously to your task.
(9) Be ready to give a detailed report to the Board and
the Annual Convention of your work. Keep a-record 
of plans, letters, and literature sent out, of hooka 
read, of expenses, miles traveled, committees, con­
ferences, and conventions attended, addresses made, 
best things accomplished, needs, ^etc.
4. The Conference Board should plan for the holding of local or
group Stinday School Rallies, or Tours, throughout the Conference, one
Sunday school Institute on each District and one Convention for the
whple Conference each year.
Such occaseions are educational and inspirAtional. They afford 
opportunity for the exchanges of opinions, reports of work done, the 
raising of ideals and standards, the presentation of methods, and the 
launching of plans. Their great importance demands the most careful
planning.
Standard for Building Conventions Adopted by 
Evangelical Sxinday School Bodrd.
I. Kinds of Conventions. ^ y ,1. Decide on kind, date, place and length of period,
2. Determine essential elements.




2. Fix the purpose.3 3. Build syiimetrically. Keep to'main lines.
4. Have same line of thought same hour each day.
5. Plan all sessions.
Constituent Elements.
1. Prayer—Morning Watch.
2. Bible Study (40 Minutes).
3. Educational-r-3 periods.
a. Missions. Young People*s Alliance, Sunday School{40 minutes).
b. Life Work. Open Parliament (40 minutes).
c. Departmental Conferences (1 hour).
4- Inspl/ational. •
sunset'and Evening services, popular or evangelistic.
5. Reci’eatlon—afternoon.
6- Boys' and Girls' Meetings.
Personal Interviews.
With speakers concerning life work problems.
III. The Speakers.
1. Those bo be avoided: the Jester—the "Don't-Know-when-To-Quit."
2. Select those adapted to the line of work required.
3. Advisable to have them on the same line of thought and at the
same' hour on successive days.
4. when inviting Speakers;'
Give dates, indicate the line of thought they are to follow, to­
gether with those that precede and succeed them. Specify time 
allotted, and the number of 'times on the program.
5. Get definite acceptance. '
6.Keep in touch with them.
7. Entertaining the Speakers.
8. Have agreement on remuneration.
IV. The Music.
Competent song leader, pianist, song book.
V. Exhibits.









1. Delegates. Chosen from those who are expected to lead during
the ensuing year.
2. Visitors. Solicit attendance of prospective leaders and workers,
those whose influence is great, but vision limited.
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VIII. Getting Acquainted.
1, Tb.e value of fellov/stiip.
2.Methods* Name tags, acquaintance booklets, etc.
IX. Conveying the Message.
1. Instruct delegates how to take notes and make report.
2. Echo Meetings.
3. Report to Executive Committee or to Departments of Work.
4. Plying Squadrons.
5. Send out printed message with best things of Convention.
X. Epom Year to Year.
1. Record Salient Features.
2. Progressive Program for Period of years.
3. Profit by Experience.
5. Staday School Association Conventions.
The Board should announce and encourage attendance at 
Township, County, District, State, and International Conventions of the 
International Sunday School Association. In these conventions the 
latest ideas and methods are brotight fbrward by efficient speakers.
They tend to widen the vision and knowledge of the Sunday School world 
and work, broaden the ayppathies and quicken religious activity.
The Sunday School Association with its International, State,
County, City, and Township organization is doing a tremendously impor­
tant and effective work in Christianizing the world. It Is opening 
the way for the Church, unifying Christian forces, training religious 
teachers and leaders, vitalizing local Sunday schools, and making a 
strong appeal to millions of children and youth for a life-long alle- 
..gftanoe to the cause of Christ. Every School should be affiliated with 
the Association, get its benefits, and contribute to its support.
6. Community Training Schools and Week Day Schools of Religious 
Education.
The leaders and workers of this Conference should stand ready 
to cooperate with or to be promoters of Community gaining Schools and
V/eek Day Schools of Religion.
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Every local Sunday School should have a teacher training class 
as a prominent feature of its work. Here denominational values, histoi*y, 
and spirit may be secured and perpetuated and all the pupils may sooner 
or later have opportunity for special training.
However, with all the churches of a conmiunlty or several com­
munities combining efforts and support^ a real training school may be 
established with specialists as instructors, added equipment, larger 
numbers, and more of the college spirit. Vfherever suchsehools are 
donducted on Evangelical lines in doctrine and spirit, and true coop­
eration, they are a great blessing in helping to provide an adequate 
teaching task for the church.
One of the most needed ^d most promising movements for solving 
the problem of an ad^quato program of religious education is that of the 
Week Day School of Religion for children and youth. Christian leaders 
must prepare themselves to promote and to enter into this work as fast 
as possible whether in Individual churches or commiinlty enterprises#
In such schools with trained instructions, suitable surroundings and 
equipment, more time, actual study, recitation, and expression, wo may 
hope to mafee better headway in giving our children and youth a proper 
foundation in the toowledge, experiance, and practice of our holy re­
ligion#
7# Suggested Plans, Programs and Materials#
The.materials presented here are designed especially for 
the use of District Superintendents or Presiding Elders who are key meh
I
and leaders In the general movement of Religious Education and the Spe­
cial agents of the Conference in the introduction and development of the 
Conference Program. Other workers may also find helpful material, 
a. Subjects for Sermons.
The District Superintendent can do much for the
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cause of Religious Education and Better Sunday School work by preaching 
an occasional sermon on the subject throughout his District. The sub­
ject lends itself to most fruitful information, genuine enthusiasm, 
and to spiritual and Scriptural treatment. The following are but a 
few of the themes which might be used;
The Effect of Religious Education on Democracy and National Security. 
Our Children and the. Democracy of Tomorrow.
Religious Instruction and Child Life.
The Teaching Task of the Chtirch.
The Teaching Ministry.
The Bible School the Strong Arm of the Church.
The Pastor and Hia College of Teachers, 
weaknesses in Present Day Religious Instruction.
Present Day Demands for Religious Education.
Religion and Education. *
The Greatest Responsibility and Opportunity of the church.
The Supreme Value of Christian Teaching.
The Teacher as God’s Interpreter.
Christian Education.
The Teacher’s Opportunity.
The Basis of Authority in Teaching.
The Purpose of the Sunday School,
Children and the Church.
Obedience and Spiritual Knowledge.
The Kingdom of the Truth.
Freedom of the Truth.
Religious Truth and Experience for the Child,
The Child’s Rights.
The Greatest Thing in the Sunday School,
V.
The Supreaiie Value of Christian Teaching.
b. Quarterly Conference Questionnaire.
•'
At the Quarterly Conference the District Superintendent 
has the pastor, the superintendent, and, usually, a number of the other 
officers and teachers of the school present with other officials of the 
church who should be ddeply interested in the religipus education of 
the congregation, ^^he report of the Sunday school Superintendent will 
give him material for questions and suggestions. He may indicate the 
type of report he desires and the kind of school which might be expected 
under the conditions prevalent in this congregation and community. In 
raising ideals and standards, and inspiring the workers to aspire to 
better things, he may use a questionnaire, as far as time will permit^ 
similar to the following:
What is the organiaagion of this' school?
Is the school graded?
Have the Departments or classes separate rooms?
Do/the Departments have their own opening and closing exercises?
What equipment has the school?
What is the worship program?
What music has the school and what is the song book used?'
What departments use the graded literature?
Is the denominational literatixre used?
H6w many trained teachers are the^?
Is there a Community Training school in this locality?
Is there a Teacher Training class in the school?
Are there any orgainized classes?'
Are there other groups, clubs or organisations coordinated;^
1 -with the school?
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Does the Sunday School Board hold meetings?
Do you have monthly workers* conferences?
?/hat special Days do you observe?
What, is the plan for Rally Day?
Do you have systematic missionary instruction?
What methods are used to secure decisions for Christ among 
the children?
How are the Sunday School expenses met? i
What benevolences are met from the school?
What are the most successful and the most promising features 
of the school?
msxssm %ss. msx m
What phases of the work are most undeveloped?
What are the weaknesses of this -school?
Does this school suppoi^t the Denominational Board?
Is it affiliated with the city, county, or state Sunday 
school Ass'ociations?
Do you send delegates to the' Denominational and Interdenomi­
national Conventions?
What methods of expression are used?
Has this school ever entertained a Sunday School Institute 
or convention, or had a special Sunday School speaker?
L
How many points on the standard of Efficiency has this
%
school achieved?
0. Addresses for Leader*s Conferences.
At a meeting of Pastors, Sunday schpol superintendents.
and officers, presidents of organizations, and other leaders, the Dis 
tJict Superintendent may conduct conferences and give addresses sl2^- 
lir to the three following outlines 1
I
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(1) Vital principles of Administration.
I. The church Is an organization with a definite 
objective. The purpose of all organization is in the results. The 
objective of the church is the spiritualizing of all the people.
II. An efficient organization is built to utilize 
all of its energy. We want no loose energy. If there is wa^te, fric­
tion, or loose energy, the machinery needs adjustment or new depart­
ments .
III. There are no' detached units in an efficient 
organization. Every department or organization in the church must 
recognize Itself as a part of the whole and subject to it. There 
mvLst be si consistent policy running through the whole church.
IV. Every subsidiary organization must have 
specific functions not adequately represented in other organizations. 
This does away vrith duplication.
V. All delegated responsibility must be accompanied 
by authority and resources. Every minister or director or superinten­
dent should know how to delegate authority and working materials as 
well as responsibility.
VI. The resources of a church are men and money. 
Most organizations suffer greatly from lack of men and money. This 
call for an extension program and an adequate financial system.
VII. Every member of an organization should be 
assigned to specific tasks and held responsible for his assignment. 
Every Individual should be attached to some organization and assigaad 
to some particular task. They may be held responsible by supervision 
and periodic reports.
VIII. Before organizing a new subsidiary agency,
three questions should be asked; 1. what are to be its specific func­
tions? 2. Are these functions desirable and in harmony with the
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objective of the present organization? 3. Are the other existing agencies 
competent to do these tasks?
IX. In carrying on an enterprise every participating 
group affected by decisions concerning the operation of this enterprise 
should be a party to the making of these decisions. This secures demo- ' 
cratic cooperation. In specialized work, the specialist’s final deci­
sion should be adhered to.
X. The work of the executive is to; 1. Plan. 2. Or­
ganize. 3. Delegate. 4. Superidse. He plans the program after or with 
council. Organizes resources, delegates authority, tasks and materials, 
supervises the work, investigates, gets reports, and makes new assign­
ments.
(2). The Organization and Coordination of the Church and 
the Church school
I. The Church. '
The Church is God’s supreme institution for 
saving the world, ^'he Ghttrch must always stand first and at the top.
The world will be saved through churches. Other organizations add 
departments should not take an independent attitude but consider them­
selves a part of the church and helpers of the church in her great work.
1. The function of the church is to splri-
/
tualize all the people. They must become personally conscious of God.
2. This is done through activities.
a. Worship.
b. Preaching and Teaching.
c. Service.
3. The church has agencies to carry out tha««' 
activities—here we also see her organization.
a. The Minister. He is God’s prophet and the
director over all the wavk of the church. The test of his‘ work as of 
all the other agencies is whether or not the people are growing spiritually
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b. The Official Board. This is the author3lB.tive, 
creative, directive and administrative body of the church.
■c. The Missionary Society.
d. The Brotherhood.
e. The Ladies* Aid Society.
f. The Finance Committee.
g. The Hospitality Committee.
h. The Music Committee and Choir.
i. The Xoung People*s Society.
The Education Committee and Chrirch School.
II. The Church School.
To have a spiritualizing church, we must have a 
school-where the spiritualizing book, principles and practices are 
taught. The School is a part of the church and responsible to the 
church.
1. The Functions of the School are:
a. To produce and develop Christian lives.
b. To train leaders for the church.
2. The Activities of the School are:
b. Teaohing[g^j^|^|^^S“(R®oitatlon 
Teaching calls for instruction in study and reci­
tation, and direction or supervision of expressional activities which 
will make up Christian conduct.
3. Organization:
The organization calls for officers, heads of de­
partments, and committees, grading of pupils, teachers, curriculum, 
worship and expression. (See Standard.) The following chart gives a 
graphic representation of how the organization of church and school 




(3) Qualities which Insure Leadership in V/ork of Religious
A Leader in Religious Education- 
Should know God.
Should be loyal to Jesus Christ.
Sh&uld know the essential facts of Christian Theology. 
Should believe the Bible.
Should knov; the heroes of faith.
Should be trained for his special work.
Should have strong convictions but hot bigotry.
Should believe in his work andlove lt--high motives.
Should have enthusiasm and optimism,.
Should be energetic.
Should be systematic in work and time.
Should be punctual.
Should use tact and common sense.
Should have an iron will—balanced with consideratioa of 
^ others and a good control of moods and tempers.
Should be courageous.
Should be an inspirer.
Should be persistent.
Should be willing to meet opposition and labor to over­
come it. ' ,
Should be sympathetic.
Should be sociable—a mixer with young and old.
Should be an organizer.
Should be able to finance his movement.
Should be an able instructor.
Should have pleasing appearance and manners.
Should have good imagination balanced with good reasoning 
powers,
d. Addresses for Teachers* Meetings,
The District Superintendent should call a meeting of Ihe 
Teachers of a group of adjacent churches for conference and inspiration 
about once a year. It would be profitable in many schools for him to 
spend an evening before or after his quarterly conferences with the 
teachers and officers of the local schools. This could be repeated as 
often as seemed necessary to get these workers enthused to do more fa,lth- 
ful and more efficient work.
At such meetings he should exfealt the teaching office and 
the teacher's work, hold up the child as the greatest thing in the Sun­
day school and the objective ofi all true instruction; discuss the traits 
of children of different ages; the psychological principle of teaching, 























the jaeed of organization and system, the importance of each office, and 
the duties of each official. Talks might be given as follows:
(ll The Importance of the Workers^ Conference-
a. Brings the officers and teachers closer together.
b. Unifies the spirit, plans, and activities of the whole
school.
c. Helps the workers of one department ♦t take interest in
all departments.
d. Takes care of loose ends and unfinished tasks.
e. Creates new plans, methods, activlties--3tarts things.
f. Brings out strong and weak points of the work.
g. Places responsibility, provides means, and demands
results.
h. Creates school spirit and loyalty.
(2I A Test of Good Teaching. One of the strong tests of 
effective teaching is the test of Reality.
a. In Intelligence and Knowledge,
Have the scholars got an intelligent grasp of this 
lesson? Do they know and understand the facts and 
truths?
b. In Activity.
Are the lessons actually putting them to work?
Are the pupils using the truth in practice and conduct?
c. In a Personal Teaching.
Doss the teacher take an interest in the pupil or a 
pupil? Is the teaching suited to Mary, John, George, 
and Isabel?
d. In making the Teaching truly Religious.
Are the pupils actually being brought into real touch 
with God?. Aj.e they conscious of Jesus in their lives? 
The teacher must be up on a plain where she can lift 
her pupils up.
' (3) A Few Psychological Equations for the Teacher to Remember.
An act repeated forms ■ a habit.
Habits repeated form character.
Habits fixed determine destiny.
An idea repeated gives an attifiude.
Feeling repeated gives an emotion.
An idea multiplied by feeling gives appreciation.
An idea or an attifiude multiplied by emotion gives an 
ideal.
A person's will, tied to an ideal, will cause him to
♦
work, suffer, and die for it. Ideals have lifting, transforming power..
”1, if I be lifted up will draw all men unto me.”
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(4) The Function of Ideals.
® There is nothing more powerful and uplifting than
the ideals with which‘the Cfctrlstian teacher deals.
I. What are ideals?
II. Personal ideals.
III. Attainment of ideals.
IV. Types of Ideals.
V. Standardizing ideals.
VI. Bases for the teaching of ideals .5.
1. ^he Bhlolgical Basis.
2. The Sociological Basis.
3. The Psychological Basis.
4. '-^'he Pedagogical Basis.
(5) Important Concepts for Teachers,
1. Good method is very Important for good teaching.
2. ^he psychological view point is essential rather
than the logical. The Inductive method is pref­
erable to the deductive,
3. The goal of Instruction Is the making of the indi­
vidual rather than the presentation of certain knowledge or systems of 
thought,
4. All teaching should have a definite aim.
5. The aim of education includes the knowledge to be 
given, the attitudes to be inspired, the ideals to be raised, and the 
lines of conduct to be secured.
6. Materials of Instruction should be psychologically 
chosen with the pupil in mind, and adapted to his age, abilities, and 
needs, and the demands of society upon him.
7. Material should not be cumbersome and remote.
There should be a point of contact with the pupils *previous training 
and knowledge.
8. Material should be organized on a psychological 
basis in attractive, form, simple style, and with an appeal to the inter­
est sftd appreciation of the pupil
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9. The Presentation of Subject Matter Is the Most Impoi^tant- 
and Difficult work of the Teacher.
10. Proper class spirit is a very important factor in success 
ful teaching.
(6) Motivationi>in Teaching.
a. By motivation we mean to give the child the proper qr 
right idea, purpose, attitude, and spirit in the work and .toward the 
work which is being done, ^f the proper conception of the kind of 
work to be done and proper result to be achieved ,is lacking, or if the 
work done is done because of duty, or compulsion, or fear, or if the 
purpose is simply to get by, make a grade, keep out of disgrace, or 
win a prize, off. if the attitude is restless, careless, lazy, or the 
spirit crabbed, indifferent, rebellious, there will be little of last­
ing benefit accomplished. If the idea of the work is well defined, the 
purpose that of life betterment or efficiency, the attitude that of care 
fulness, zeal, loyalty, and the spirit cheerful, hopeful, helpful, spe­
cial good must- result.
b. The teacher must preserve the proper spirit and present 
the proper idea find ideal, ^he child should catch tjae spirit of sympa- 
thy and readiness to help which the teacher has. The teacher must pre­
sent the idea and arouse the spirit through some simple point of con­
tact—coming out of the child*s previous knowledge or experience, or at 
least in a way easy to be grasped-. He may shov/ that if certain pd. nts 
are reached a worthy and desired end may be gained.
The feelings, desires. Interests, abilities, and needs 
of the child must be kept in mind in securing the right motive, and 
one or more, or a combination of methods used in securing this result.
0. It is diffici^lt to motivate a child for hard work on a
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nev/ subject or in a new field because, 1. "We naturally prefer the 
beaten path, we like familiar ground. 2. We naturally shrink from a 
hard task or burden. 3. We do not immediately grasp the benefits or 
results to be achieved. We must be strongly motivated In order to 
attempt, to overcome, to progress.
(7) The Criteria of a Good Recitation.
As criteria of a good recitation we would mention the
folloYfing:-
a. Attention. Unless there is proper behavior and elbse 
attention on the part of the members of the class, the effoir^s of the 
teacher will be largely wasted ^nd the material to be taught largely 
lost.
b. Interest sustained. Interest in the subject presented 
must be secured and held. If interrupted or weakened or dissipated, 
the discussion will not be gotten in its completeness, some important 
point may be lost, what has already been given will be scattered and ' 
the whole impression v/eak or oonfUsed.
c. Thought production, ^he recitation should be a stimu­
lus for further thoifeht. It should help the pupil not only to recall 
the lesson studied, but to make these facts and concepts clearer,to 
add to them, and to apply them.
. 1.d. Test of the Pupil. The recitation should make clear to 
the teacher and to the pupil himself what he knows and what he does not 
know. It should help fix in his mind in the proper light what he has 
grasped and direct him as to how to secure what he has failed to grasp.
He will also gain power in self-expression.
e. Practical. The good recitation will not simply deal
in theories. There will be an aim to relate the subject in hand to the 
real needs of present and future life, and the presentatipn will be given
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with a view to use and definite application. Tasks and tests will be 
given for practice and conduct.
f. Happiness. The recitation should not produce dread 
and gloom, but cheerfulness, good-will, cooperation, and a sense of 
progress knd success.
(8) Securing Proper Class Spirit.
In securing a proper and fruitful spirit in the Sunday 
school class room, we would mention the following Important factors:—
a. Understanding and .sympathy between teacher and pupil.
If there is a spirit of distrust, suspicion, antagonism, dislike, on 
the pant of the g)upil toward the teacher, or if the teacher is distant,
I
gloomy, sevene? unsympathetic, good work and good results can scarcely 
be expected.
b. The conditions of the school room. Much will be added 
to the spirit of cheer, interest, and good work if the room is light 
apd airy, and if there are good pictures and attractive decorations, 
and if things in general are neat, orderly, and clean.
c. Careful assignments and well-prepared lessons. If the 
pupils come to the class with confidence and courage, the element of 
fear and hesitancy is ruled out and an interesting session follows.
d. Cooperation and goodwill among pupils, '-^'he class is a 
social group and will do its best work when haughty independence, envy, 
jealousy, strife, malice, etc., are absent and there is fi'lendllhess 
and thought for the good of all, and readiness to assist and cooperate 
with each other for success.
. e. Interest in subject and willingness to work. Indifference 
and sloth must be ruled out. Readiness for work, for tasks, insures a 
good class and definite results.
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f. Special meetings for worship, sociability and recreation 
outside the regular session will help class spirit in the church*
g, The personality and spirit of the teacher. If the teacher 
is of good character, good standing In the community, neat and attractive 
in appearance and manner, and of sweet and sxuiny disposition, the spirit 
of the class is likely to be good. Class spirit is exceedingly Important
f
for good results. The state of on0*s mind and the kind of emotioneal 
response he gives has^ much to do with the kind of work he does, arid the
amount and kind of results he produces.
%
(9) Teaching a Class of Boys from 12-14.
One of the most difficult teaching problems I think of is 
that of teaching a class of boys twelve to fifteen years of age in the 
Sunday school, “^hey are difficult to interest, to hold together, and 
to lead to Such acceptance of religions truth as to ftinction in their 
growing, changing, daily lives. This problem touches "our system of 
method" at several points, such as:—1. Understanding the boy of this 
age. ,2 Having proper aim* 3, Right kind of material.. 4. Unique presen­
tation. Directed or supervised lines of activity*
The Intemediate boy is now our supreme objective. We 
seek the religious training and development of the child—not the pre­
sentation of theories or systems. So. we must understand the physical, 
mental, moral, social traits of the intermediate boy in general and of 
certain boys whom we are teaching in particular. The surroundings of 
these boys and the demands of the world upon them must also be under­
stood. Thus a background for proper approach and handling is secured*
In teaching a lesson the teacher must have an aim as to 
what truths and facts-or what knowledge is to bo presented—this adapted 
to the age, interests and needs of the boys. He should have in mind what
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attitudes should be inspired in order to lodge this knowledge and have 
it carried over into life. He should point out those applications to 
daily life which ffill appeal to boys as being praptical and worth while.
The material must be selected from the psychological point of 
view. From sources that interest boys—and not too heavy or too much 
or too abstract. It should have some point of contact with their past 
and present life.
In the presentation the teacher may take advantage of social 
traits and appeal to class spirit and to social honor. An appeal^to the 
memory, imagination, curiosity, the nevi or novel, should be used. A^io, 
the tendency to es^jress in action. Keep them busy thinking or doing.
Large results along the line of application may be secured 
by supervised or directed activities outside of class hours. Thus a 
rather unconscious application is made with continued Interest through 
class spirit, cooperation, helpfulness, tests of ability and chivalry,
(10) Preparation and Presentation of a Lesson.
The preparation of s^esson is a most important factor 
in good teaching. A teacher cannot pick up a quarterly a half-hour 
before leaving for Siinday school and expect to succeed in her effort 
with her class. Every lesson should have several hours 'of preparation 
work. When the teacher comes to prepare the lesson there are a number 
of things to observe:
a. Keep the class an^ Individual pupils in mind; their age, 
surroundings, ability to understand and make use of the lesson, needs, 
likes, desires, habits, interests, experiences,
b. Read thoroughly and widely—the Scripture text, context, 
and references, any available helps, articles,' and books. Get the story 
thoroughly. Make notes and prepare outline.
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c. Aim. Have a special aim for the lesson. Broaden and enforce 
this by planning to:—
1., Give the facts or inforraationof the lesson.
Secure the proper attitude.
3\ Raise appropriate ideals.
4. Apply in practical ways by directing expressional 
activities and assigning tasks for practice and 
conduct.
d. Prepare memory work. ^
The presentation, of course, is the climax of your task. If yoti
ih
fail here all is lost.
a. Secure attention and interest by an appeal to memory, past 
experience, imagination or curiosity. Begin with a past lesson, an expe­
rience out of their own lives, a story to stir imagination and memory, 
present an object to arouse curiosity and inquiry.
b. Tell the lesson story vividly---adapt it to the age of the
class. Let the class make the moral and personal application.
c. Lireet expressional activity and assign tests and tasks.
(11) A Teacher*s Standard. Because of the supreme importance of 
Christian teaching eveiry teacher should s'et up a personal standard for hlgi 
of herself.
a. Absent not more than twice a year except for sic^ess or
vacation.
b. Present on time.
\
c. Lesson thoroughly prepared. (Spend as much time as necessary
d. Trained or training.
e. dive attention to class spirit and activities.
f. Be ready to suggest ways of using the lesson during the week 
* g. Study ,the pupil in and out of school.
h. Look up absentees. Write to or call upon each scholar once
a quarter.
i. Regularly attend the Workers* Conference.
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j. Make special plans to hold and enlarge ,the class.
k. Be generous, sociable and spiritual.
l. Be a personal worker and soul winner for Christ.
(.12) Special Days. Give a talk on the importance and value of
observing special days in the school, pointing out certain features and
methods which may be used successfully. Such days are:—
Children*3 Day.
Annual Sunday school Picnic.
Rally Bay.
White Gifts Christmas Program 
Decision -^ay.
(13) A Talfe'-on Choosing a Profession.
(Material for a Teacher in dealing with Young People 
about to make life decision.)
jjYQPy profession rests upon four items.
1. Heeds. Is there a fundamental need?
2. Knowledge. Bfhat information is necessary?
3. Tools. What tools are adapted?
4. Skill. V/hat skill is required?
The Professions ,are classified with reference to the kinds
of stuff you ,wox’k with, ^he person who works with: —
Brick is an Artisan
Steam or Electricity is an Engineer 
Vegetable Life is an Horticulturis'^
Animal Life is called an Animal Husbandman 
Mental Life is a Teacher 
Spix^itual Life is a Preacher
What kind of material do I want to work with? What sort 
of product and results am I anxious to produce? Have I the finesse for • 
the profession I contemplate; if not, is it possible to get it? Does 
the work appeal to my reason? Gan I love it and be faithful many years?
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e> Addresses at Rallies, Institutes, and Conventions#
A local sctLOol may hold a Sunday school rally at any time for 
the purpose of stirring up interest and zeal on the part of the workers# 
The District Superintendent and others may be called to speak. Any prac-I
tical Inspirational theme would be suitable:—
(1) "The Sunday School a Challenge to Christian V/ohkers."
1. Here we have the field.
,2. Here are the folks to work for and with.
3. Here we should discover new vforkers#
4. Here we have the tools for service.
5. Here we have organization.
6. Here we can apply the promises of God.
(2) "Simple Elements of Success in Sunday School »ork."








(3) "Enemies to Overcome." .
1. Indifference.
2. Slipshod ways of doing things.
3. Contentment with what we a re and have.
4. Past records.
The District Superintendent should call the workers of groups 
of churches together for Sunday School Institutes. These may run from 
an afternoon and evening, or whole day program to a training school of 
several days. We present here a sample program of a One Bay Institute 
held on a holiday. Posters were put up in the churches early. Programs 
were sent out a week later and they were follovfed by personal letters 
with programs to the officers and teachers of the churches. The atten­




10:30 a.m Leaders’ Conference conducted by District Superintendent.
Address—"Vital Principles in Organizatlona and 
Administration."
Tbree minute discussions.
Specialists were engaged for afternoon and evening.
2:30 p.m Devotional—A Demonstration Service of Worship for a
Sunday School.
3:00 p.m Address-“The Graded Church School.
4:00 p.m Sectional Conferences
I. The Children’s Division.
"Methods of Lesson Presentation."
II. Young People’s Division.
"Training in Worship and Service for Young People."
6:00 p.m Banquet.
6:30 p.m Open Conference on Sunday School Problems,
7:30 p.m Song Service.
Scripture and Prayer.
Solo.
8:00 p.m Lecture—"Dad, Mother, the Parson and the School-Marm."
At such Institutes a wide range of instructive addresses and 
conferences are possible. As to proper lesson series to be used in 
graded schools a curriculum committee might find valuable help in the 
use of the following "Standard for Evaluating Lesson Series" prepared 
by Dr. Geo, H* Betts:
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A TENTATIVE STANDARD FOR EVALUATING LESSON SERIES
In attempting to evalnate any series of lessons or any section of
lesson material one must always start with the question of the AIM which
lies hack of the v/hole procedure, '^^his aim does not originate In any one
personas thought of what religion or religious training should be or do
for the child; it arises out of the demands
(1) which the spiritual nature and needs of the child, and 
(^) which life Tt's'elf place upon"tITe" inaivldual, Such demands may 
be thought of under the following heads:
1 Religious knowledge of such nature that it is capable of
functioning directly in daily experience and gror^th.
2 Right attitudes, interests. Ideals, appreciations toward
religious thrng3--3piritual responsiveness and a growing 
consciousness of God in the life.
3 The will, desire and power to translate religious truths,
lessons and convictions into immediate life conduct and 
action*
The value of any body of lesson material, or of any plan of organizing 
or presenting such material, must be judged by its ability to realize these 
three great aims of all religious education.
I Mechanical aspects .(10 points)
~I Form— w"nether real books or- cheap pamphlets
2 Paperr-Grade, color
3 Type—Size sufficient, effect pleasing
4 Make-up of page pleasing, artisticconforming to pedagogi­
cal requirements in sections, paragraphs, headings, etc.
5 Illustratlon3--Size, quality, execution
6 General effect of whole unit as given to pupil
II Selection and Organization of Material (50 points)
Beginners' department (10 points;
' (1) Storie3--Sulted to age, v/ell told, teaching value for
religion
(2) Pictures—Abundant, adapted, interesting, teaching value
(3) Music—Adapted in words and melody, worthy
(4) Nature and Object lessons—Adapted, religious value
(5) Expression, adapted, religious value
2 Primary Department (10 points)
(1) Stories—Biblical and other sources, adapted, well told
(2) Pictures—Biblical and other subjects—Adapted, etc..
(3) Music—Adapted in words and melody, worthy
(4) Nature lessons—Abundant, adapted, religious value
3 junior department (10 points)
(1) Biblical material—SUted to a^e, interests, needs; more 
difficult matter re-writtertor abbreviated; modern 
phrasing
Stories--\fide range, Bible and other; suited to aims, 
age, and interest, well told, teaching power.(2)
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(3) Na ture material—Abundant, adapted, teaching value
(4) Expression—Handwork, social activities, etc.
(5) Music—Adapted, worthy, devotional
(6) Pictures—Abundant, adapted, religious value, wide range,
biblical and other
(7) Memory material—Adapted, biblical, literary, pr£yerB,eto.
4 Intermediate department (10 points)
TT) Siblical material—Adapted to aims, age, interests, needs 
(Jf) Biographies and stories—Biblical and others5 adapted, 
interesting, teaching and religious value
(3) Material from literature and history—Adapted, interest­
ing, moral and religious value
(4) Science—Revealing beauty, plan, power of creation; teach­
ing sacredness and care of body; responsibility to 
others* welfare
(5) Expression—Social activities, reli^ous participation,
conduct
(6) Music—Adapted, worthy, devotional
(7) pictures—Abundant, Interesting, religious value
(8) Memory material—biblical, literary; adapted, interest­
ing, religious value
(9) Church activities—Missionary,’ educational, social, etc.
5 Senior department (10 points)
XT) Biblical material—A.dapted to aims,,age, interests, prob­
lems and needs, moral and religious lessons
(2) Biography and history—Interesting, adapted to social
problems and needs, moral and religious lessons
(3) Literature—Stimulating to moral and religious life; call­
ing for devotion, service, sacrifice
(4) Current moral, social and religious problems—Definite,
important, appealing to service and achievement
(5) Science—The reign of law, purpose; law in the spiritual
world; religious use of scientific spirit; personal 
purity; and self-realization
(6) Expression—Social activities, community and church respon­
sibilities
(7) Music—Worthy, devotional
(8) Art—Pictures, statuary, architecture; religious appeal
and teaching value
(9) The church—History of Christian church; polity, creed and
activities of denomination
III Pedagogical use and presentation of material (30 points)
1 Graded or •ungraded--ViewpoYni in gradingj logical, sociologica:
or psychoiogical
2 Unity of purpose and plan—Different divisions showing contin-
ulty, Droaaenlng but harmonious aim; point of view and mode 
of treatment continuing throughout
3 Treatment of individual lessons--Material well balanced between
biblical and other kinds; lesson properly approached and 
organized for economical learning; appeal to interest and 
attention through plan and. arrangement for study- aid instruc* 
tion4 Point of contact—Lesson starting on plane of child’s experi- 
^ence; proceeding from simple to complex, from analogy to
application, correlating with experience of learner




for teacher’s use in instruction; lesson divisions of right 
length; clear, definite assignfments possible, leading to 
home work and preparation
IV Teachers' and Officers* (10 points)
1 lnsprx»&ilonai—without beTng sentimental and platitudinous,
showing opportunity and responsibility, leading to'growth 
and broadening vision.
2 Psychological—Giving Insight into mind and heart of the
child.; stimulating teacher to study Individual differences; 
revealing foundation principles of teaching and learning.
3 •Directly helpful—Direct, concrete and practical enough to
~ have real value; shqvfing aim of individual- lessons, with 
suggestion for presentation to insure appeal, hold interest.
4 Free from the non-essential—Not encumbered with mere exposltio:
of biblical text; avoiding the too-general and also the too- 
obvious; hence reasonably brief; and always to the point.
• 5 For the average teacher—Not expecting to make skillful workers out o±' "unpr^pared^ nor to Instruct the technically educated 
teacher
6 Giving officers clear interpretation of their duty and oppor­
tunity and practical help in their duties.
As to Department Equipment, workers may get valuable suggestions 
from the following outline prepared by Marion Stickney:
Equipment
for Church School.
I. Beginner's Department. (Equipment)
(a) Separate room-
1. For assembly and class work.
2. Cheery, well-lighted, well-ventilated, and on first floor.
3. Cloak room- hooks low, clothes pins for fastening rubbers
together, rack for umbrellas.
(b) Furnishings of Class or assembly roora-
1. Kindergarten chair3--10 to 12 Inches high.
Harmonize in color with general color scheme.
Not folding variety.
Rubber tips.
(Moulthrop,Moveable Chair Desk—70 Franklin St.,Boston.)
2. Low tables—2^ long by 20 inches wide. ^
3. Plano
4.Sandtable—3'x S' or 3* x 6*
Be sure to have it deep enovigh.
Rollers on the legs will make it easier to move.
5?ih "tTgLy may be used for class table*
The drawer in a class table may be lined with white oilcloth 
or zinc and used for sand box.
5.Blackboard—moveable or built in the viall
Care should be taken to have it built loYf enough for chil­
dren to use.
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6. Burlap dado for hanging pictures low enough for children 
to see and handle.
Harmony of color.
If more than one class meets in the room, screens of har­
monizing color' would he practical.
8. Linolem or rug for floor.
9. Framed pictures hung low, such as ^
"The Sistine Madonna" hy Raphael 
"The Infant Samuel" hy Reynolds 
"Holy Right" hy Correggio.
10. - Cabinet for supplies, pictures, objects for sand table.
11. Offering receptacle.
12. Dainty White Gtirtains at windows add to the cosiness, as
does a fireplace, around which to tell stories.
N
(c) Teaching equipment—
1. Graded le3sons--"Lesson3 that fit the child"
2. Pictures to illustrate stories.
Some are arranged to he used with graded courses, hut 
they need to he carefully selected 
Others may be added
Mounted on cardboard--vi-ill help to preserve them 
Small pictures for children to'take home on special days
3. Leaflets—may be used forcoloring
4. Cabinets will contain models and, objects collected by teach­
ers and children.
Seeds, leaves, nuts, wheat, com, pressed flowers, 
tv/igs, bird*s nests, curios from foreign lands.
5. Materials for Handwork--
Scissors (blunt) pencils, crayolas, co\lored paper.
Clay and sand—(Milton Bradley Co—Springfield and 
Boston, a pound.)
6. Bulbs and plants growing in the room, help in teaching.
(d) Supt. or Principalis supplies—
1. Loose-leaf note books (for herself and pianist) for songs.'
2. A Bible on the Supt*s table. (Her own or belonging to dept.)
3. Birthday Greeting from the Sunday school for use in dept.
(e) If Cradel Roll Is closely connected with the department a
wall chart or other way of recording names should be 
in evidence.
(f) A special file for keeping the pictures will be of great
value.
B. Primary Department Equipment—
(a) Separate Room
1. Assembly and class rooms adjoining
• 2.First flhor, sunshiny, well lighted, heated-and ventilated.
3. Cloak room.4. Rooms attractively decorated as to color scheme, etc.
(b) Furnishings of rooms—
■l,Supt*s or Principalis table (with Bible)
2. Piano
3. Chairs of graduated heights-11" to 14" - rubber tips
4. Tables of graduated helghts-22" to 27" high




V.Sandtrays for class use.
8. Rug or linoleum hamoniaing with furniture in colors.
9. Curtains at windows.
10. Pictures framed and hung lovr.
Suggestions—
"The Good Shepherd”-Plockhorst 
"Christ Blessing Little Children”-Plockhorst 
“Detail Head of the Boy Christ“-Hofmann 
"The Hope of the World”-Copping
11. Receptacle for offering and Birthday fvind.
12. Covers for leaflets.
(o)Teachlng Equipment.
1.Graded Lessons
* 2.Large teaching pictures and other selected pictures.
3. Leaflets for the children.
4. Cabinet of Dept, should contain modef^i and objects for
illustrating
Sheepfold, tents, celluloid animals, etc.
Missionary curios-Japanese and Indian Villages,etc.
5. Piles for pictures.
{d)Materials for handwork.-
Scissors, paper, pencils, drawing-paper, colored paper, paste 
Clay and sand.
(e)Loose-leaf note book for Supt. and Pianist for songs.
5. junior Department Equipment,-
(a) Separate room and class rooms adjoining asselably rocm.
1. Beautiful, artistic, breathing the atmosphere of worship.
2. Everything harmonizing in color and design.
3. Cloak room.
(b) Furnishing of rooms-
1. Moveable platform on which is Supt*'a table
Bible and h|p!m book on table.
2. Piano
3. Chairs varying In height with rubber tips. ^
Moulthrop' chair and desk is good for this grade.
4. Tables-32 x 24 inches and height 27 or 28 inches.
Each having a drawer for materials.
Two or three can be put together.
5. Plain glass windows with white curtains.
6. Cabinet for supplies.
Pile for pictures.
Small maps, drawing-paper, stereoscope, clays ^d 
other handwork material.
Work books may be kept through the week.
7. Glass case for models. /
8. Blackboard, (B&ilt in or moveable.($1.50-#10.)
9.Song books for all,
10. Pictures for walls.
Head of Christ”-Hofmann 
"Christ Among the Doctors"^Hofkann 
"Christ and the Rich Young Man"-Hofmann 
"The Boy Christ"-!^.Taylor 
"The First Easter Dawn"-Thomson 
"Christ and the Fishermen"-Zimmerman
11. Maps .
(1 )E:ent-Madsen Historical Maps 02. each




(2) V/. and A*K. Johnston Grand Series of Scriptural Maps
Best as to' finish of any maps obtained. 50" x 42" 
$7.25 each Pub. by A. J. Nystrom Go. Chicago
(3) Good wall map, finished on linen paper, unmounted,large size $1. each, from A.H.Bllers & Co. St. Louis.
(4) Glass maps in sets
Kent~Madsen. Sales of 8, mounted on a roller with 
tripod. 2 maps are 20" x ‘28". 5 maps are x 27"
Set $5. Denon. Pub. House.
(5) Relief map of PalesISne.
Atlas School Supply House, Chicago. $15.
(6) Small maps for class use 22" x 28" 25^
Wm.E.Dietz & Go. Chicago.
(7) Small maps for notebooks 9" x 11" 3^ 25^ a dozen
5s" X 8" 2^ 12^ a dozen. Methodist Book Concern
(8) 0utline maps to be filled in by pupils 1^ each 
‘ Atlas School Supply House, Chicago.
(9) Relief maps, 9" x 11", lOjj^ each 75^ a dozen
?ftn.Beverly Harrison Co. 15 Broadway, N.y.City.
(10) Bailey Series of Outline Maps 7i" x 9^", on gcod paper
and vcell colored, 2^ each.
H.Y.S.3. Commission - 72 Fifth A'^^e., N. Y. Gfi.ty.
12. Models-
May be purchased, but those made by Sxinday School pupils
will have greater value though perhaps not as artistic. 
William H. Dietz Co., Chicago or Denom. Pub. House. 
25(^-$5. each
13. Memory Drill Charts
Books of the Bible, Beatitudes, Psalms, Ten Command­
ments. Wm.H.Dietz Co., Chicago $1-^—$3 
14.Sandtable and trays 
15.Clay and paper pulp for. modelling 
16.Stereoscope and pictures. '
Jc) Teaching Equipment-
Graded lesson Material 
notebooks for pupils
Pictures for notebooks (aside from those furnished with 
workbooks) Perry Picture Co.-Malden, Mass.
Brown " " Beverly,Mass.
Cosmos " " n. Y. City, H. Y.
(d) Materials for handwork included above.
Workbook, Paper pulp, clay, etc.
4.Intermediate Dept.---
(a) Separate assembly and class rooms.
(b) Furnishings of Assembly Room
Room should be well lighted, heated, and ventilated.
Made attractive and worshipful 
President!s table on raised platform 
feble on table 
Comfortable chairs 
Piano
Hymn books for all
Pictures on the wall Suggestions
"The Rich Young Ruler"-Hofmann




"Peter and John Running to the SepulGhre"-^Bumard. 
"The First Easter Dawn -Thomson 
"Sir Galahad"----------- Watts
(c)Class Room Furnishings
Room should he light and attractive*
Clear glass windows with curtains*
Rug on the flODf
, Table or chair and desk combined. Rubber tips for chairs. 
^ Table at least for the teacher*
Blackboard—built-in variety. About 4 feet high.
Bookcase or cabinet for reference books and materials. 
American Revised Bibles for class use*
Picture on the wall,
{d)Lesson Material 
Graded lessons*
5. Young People*s Group.—
Same as intermediate, except elective courses of study.
The District Superintendent should work up or cooperate in planning 
and addressing a District Sxinday School Convention, or joint Sunday school 
and Y^ung People’s Convention each year. This may take in two eva:ilngs 




Stereopticon Lecture—Making appeal to young people for Loyal­
ty to Christ’s Cause by showing pictures of theDBnomlnations 
past and present heroic and sacrificial efforts in this and 
other lands.
Morning Session (Sunday School)
Devotional
Address--"The Place of Story Telling in Teaching with 
Examples for Different Grades." Discussion.
Address-- "Effective Methods in the Adult Dept." Discussion.
Round Table.
Afternoon Session (Young People)
Devotional
Address—"How to Approach and Hold the Adolescent." 
Discussion.








A helpful address at Institute or Convention might be given on the 
subject of the Church School Program. Material follows:
THE PROGRAM OP THE CHURCH SCHOOL.
The church Is recognising more and more the great need in all depart­
ments of society for adequd^ religious instruction and inspiration. Hence 
she must give special attention to that phase of her work known as the 
Bible or Church School, fgr here is where the great body of religious 
instruction and inspiration is gathered by the rising generations of our 
youth, and where the principles and ideals and experiences of the day 
school-, the home and the daily social contacts are given their emotional 
value and spiritual interpretation, and where they are linked up to the 
true source of all high inspiration, wisdom and life. I’he great aim Is 
the development of every individual scholar into a well-orbed Christian 
and into fitness for efficient service in the extension of God*s kingdom on earth, "^he Importance of the work demands a most carefully planned 
program suited to secure the interest and loyalty of the Individual and 
to fit his ability, ne^'^ds, and demands and also the requirements of pres­
ent-day life*
The program will have to do with Worship, ^siness. Inspiration, 
Instruction, Expression, Special Services, An Orderly Outline and the 
Direction of the Superintendent,
V^ox’ship. '^he spirit of vforship should pervade the whole session, 
but especially should it be direct and impressive during the opening 
and closing moments. Here is the. opportunity of the Church to teach 
children how to worship, how consciously to approach God and to com­
mune with Him in fellowship with others. Here the universal human 
demand for peace, forgiveness, moral recovery or contentment, harmony 
with the Divine and for ideal companionship may at least in a measure be satisfied. Here the ideas of ^od, of life, of destiny, of human 
relations, of noble conduct are clarified and elevated. Here the indi­
vidual is inspired and strengthened by sacred emotions to link himself 
to and to lift himself by the highest possible ideals, standards, and 
truths. Here, as Hartshorn says, the Child*s most essential attitudes 
in his i^eligious relationships such as Reverence, Gratitude, Goodwill, 
Faith and Loyalty may be cultivated, Christian worship is essential 
to Christian character which is the aim of the school, hence worship 
must be wisely and faithfully observed.
The outstanding means of worship are Music, Scripture, and Prayer,
The processional and recessional may*be used with advantage in securing 
proper conduct on entrance and dismissal, and whatever special numbers may 
be rendered-by organ, piano or orchestra should be selected from among 
the great hymns or from classic music well suited to Induce the spirit 
of worship. J-he songs should be of a high order both as to music and 
sentiment. The best and greatest hymns will contribute most to real 
worship. Enthusiasm Is not necessax-'lly worship and loudness may detract 
from it. Gesticulation and clapping is undesirable. Vk'holehearted and
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general participation V7ith an understanding of the meaning of the hymns 
is necessary for real worship. A bettor understanding or*interpretation 
of a hymn may be gained frequently by a brief description of its origin 
or author or some incident in connection with its use. A good organist 
and a good leader aSye important in worship to song. A children's choir 
may also be a great help and when both boys and girls are used they should 
be either under thirteen years of age or over sixteen as the voices of 
early adolescence are not dependable, ■‘■he songs should be selected for 
best results on the basis of age, needs and singing capacity, and it is 
well to have them in harmony with the season, occasion, or theme cf study. 
But fevr hymns should be used during the year, "^hey should be learned 
thoroughly and when left should be returned to after a time as'to an old 
friend. In securing these results hymns may need to be gathered from 
various sources as there are few books well adapted for the worship period 
of either the departments or the whol^ school, “^here are song books for 
younger scholars such as, "Songs for Little People" by Danielson Sc Conant. 
The only book with which we are familiar which attempts to harmonize songs 
talks. Scripture, and prayers is "The Book of Vforshlp" by Hartshorn, to 
be used with his "Manuel of Christian Worship".
The Scriptures are very important for the worship period for they 
' centre In G-od and in the deepest and richest things of life. But they 
should also be psychologically chosen to meet the understanding aid the 
needs of the school and to challenge real Interest. The choicest and 
most fundamental portions should be used.for in their frequent use they 
will be committed to memory and remain life long treasures. The Psalms 
or poetical sections are best adapted for responsive reading. The prose 
lessons may be alternately read in paragraphs or divisions by different 
sections of the school. YJords with no meaning to children should be 
simplified or interpreted. There are books of breviated and well chosen 
Scripture portions such as "Bible Readings" by Theodore E. Schmauk which 
might be .of help in selecting passages. It may be well to frequently 
use the American revised and sometimes the Twentieth Century or Moffat's 
of Vfeymouth's versions. Exhortations on these Scriptures .are out of 
place, but an occasional illustration or bit of illuminating interpre­
tation might be well.
The exercise of prayer should doubtless be the most vital factor 
in the enrichment of the worship period. The Lord's Prayer and certain 
other brief responses or sentences of praise or petition should be used 
by all to secure united exercise, sanction and feeling in prayer. The 
leader's prayer is one that must not be given at random and with rambling 
meaningless expressions and sentiments or v^lthout feeling and concern.
The leader of worship In prayer must be a true worshipper himself, capa­
ble of entering into that larger fellowship to which he Is to Introduce 
his school. He must be conscious that he is leading others, that they 
need to pray, that h6 is praying for and v;ith them, that he is to express 
their praise and their petitions. Hence he shodd know his scholars and 
the needs of the school, have thought about these things and have decided 
on the aim of his pr*ayer and the special things to be mentioned. He 
should keep away from old forms and phrases and be earnest, tender, and 
sympathetic. He must not pray in childish fashion nor for grovtn-ip s only, 
but in that simplicity which will admit the participation of all. To 
pray well and to lift the hearts of his school to God the leader must 
have spent time in secret prayer at home and if possible wijh his teachers 
before the opening of the session. Helps in this most Important exercise 
may be found in Hartshorn's "Manuel of Training in Worship" and "Book of 
V/orhip" and Pell's "Superintendent's Book of Prayer."
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Business. The real business of the school should be done outside of 
the Sunday session by the Sunday School Board or Council* VJe mean to 
include under this term in our school program the announcements, reports, 
and direction of the automatic, mechanical and routine elements. Where 
It is possible for the classes or dep^tments to be dismissed after the 
study or expression period without reassembling in the main school, it is 
necessary and perhaps in any case best to give the reports and announce­
ments before the study period. The report of the seci’etary will then 
befor the previous session. This report may be made on a bulletin or 
blackboard, or in a printed program. When given orally it should be not 
made in detail but merely give the most interesting features in a way 
intended to arouse enthusiasm and activity on the part of the scholars.
The announcements should emphasize only the outstanding facts and be given 
in clear voice, with familiarity and attractiveness. If the superinten­
dent is not apt in -making them let him appoint some one else for this 
purpose. Long notices should be posted on the bulletin. Let the scholars 
repeat an important notice to make sure they understand it. Notices for 
a very fev? should not claim the attention of all. Mention may be made of 
the'pastor*3- subject, the school growth, prompt attendance, honor pupils, 
membership campaign, etc. New teachers or pupils may be Introduced.
Have something new or surprising for each session.
Inspiration. The school must be inspiring through and through. 
Without inspiration all else falls short. Music, hymns, order. Scripture, 
prayers, announcements, talks, lesson study,—none dare be dead, all must 
be alive and filled with inspiration. A brief period of the program may 
be especially devoted to Inspiration and impression, -^-his may sometimes 
be given during the closing period though, it is usually best to dismiss 
the scholars with the truths and impressions of the lesson study fresh 
in the mind. At the point in the opening period where the uniform lesson 
.is usually read the superintendent may by use of Scripture or story, 
illustration, or concrete example take the opportunity to impress some 
universal truth, hold up soifte ideal which appeals to all or capitalize 
some social or community virtue or action. Such themes may be brought 
out as reverence for God*s house, daily reading of God^s Word, love and 
loyalty to home and parents, respect for the aged, thoughtfulness of 
foreigners, temperance, clean spoech, self-control, kindness, vacation 
work, play, patriotism, etc. The time may be given, once a month,to 
the missionai^ secretary or coimnittee. There are many books of stories 
and talks for ch'ldren from which helpful material may be chosen. 
Hartshorn*s talks in Manuel of Worship on the fundamental attitudes of 
gratitude, good-will, reverence, faith and loyalty would be helpful. A 
special speaker may be used rarely and only when he and his subject are 
well known to the superintendent. Talks must not be long. There should 
be a point of contact with the school and its main work. The school is 
a work and worship institution rather, than a place of entertainment.
Instruction. Doubtless the most important part of the church school 
program is the .class study period. I shall not discuss this quest! on^at 
length; but r/ould express agreement with Prof. Athearn that the time for 
the church school should be before the regular church service beginning 
at nine or nine thirty o'clock so as to have the most uninterrupted time 
of the day and the height of the child's mental pov^er for the consider­
ation of the most vital lessons in life. The period should also be longer 
than is usually given so as to devote half of the time to supervised study 
and the rest to recitation and expression, ^he work of this period must 
not be interrupted. Everything should be in readiness—report and colled- 
tion gotten quicldty and placed outside the room. Papers distributed by
secretaries after dismissal. Athearn suggests for length of period, 
tvrenty minutes for worship, thirty for study, thrity for recitation, 
and thifcty for expression. If this cannot be had the study may bedone 
at home and the expression during the afternoon and evening.
Expression. In order to secure a larger functioning of Bible 
School teaching in the lives of our scholars, more attention must be 
paid to expression and service. When once a truth has actually been 
carried out in active experience It becomes a part of the life. Some 
expressional exercises may be given during the school session, others 
in the afternoon or evening in connection with children's groups, jxuiior 
and senior society meetings. Plans should also be made for actual Chris­
tian service or activity through the week. There is nothing written direct­
ly on this theme. Suggestions might be gotten from i'rof. Athearn’s "The 
Church School," and books on expression in the day school, on hand work 
and drill exercises, social service, the institutional church, recreation 
and amusement. We here mention R.H.Edward’s "Popular Amusements" and 
"Christianity and Amusements"; Atkinson’s, "The Church and the People’s 
Play"; Raisner’s, "Social Plans for Young People"; Richard Morse’s "Pear 
God in your own Village"; Trawick’s, "The City Church and its Social 
Mission"; Leete’s "The Church in the City"; W.H.Wilson's "The Church 
in the Open Country." y
Special Day i^rograms. For the purpose of unity and solidarity, and 
of lifting the school into a place of prominence and importance in the 
community, and of emotionalizing great themes and events the school, while 
seeking to avoid a break in the regular study, should hold a few Special 
Day Programs such as Children’s Day, Rally Day, Christmas, liiaster and 
Decision Day. Special outings may be arranged by classes or departments 
and at least one annual picnic should be helfl.
A Program Outline. It is impossible to give one program which 
would be suitable to the small, one room school using the uniform lessons 
and also the larger graded or departmental school. Prof. Walter S. Atheam 
In his book on "The Church School" has 3\iggested programs for each depart­
ment with appropriate Greetings, Sentences, Songs, Responses, Prayer Songs, 
and suggestions for stories, prayers, and art pictures cited. The follow­
ing outline will contain the general features of a program rfhich may be 
adapted to particular schools by addition or subtraction.
1. Musical prelude.
2. Greetings by Supt. in younger departments.
3. Invocation or silent prayer followed by sentences.
4. Hymn.
5. Scripture responses — Psalms, Beatitudes, etc.
6. Prayer—^followed by Lord’s Prayer.
7. Hymn.
8. Giving of motto, aim, memory texts, drill or supplemental work.
9. Announcements and reports.
10. Inspiration and impression talks—or reading of lesson.
11. Lesson study and recitation.
12. Expression.
13. Five minute warning signal,
14. Hymn,
15. Special features.
16. Closing sentences and prayer song.
17. Benediction.
18. Orchestra or other music played softly,
place of the Superintendent, a successful program depends so imch
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upon the Superintendent that it may not be out of place to list a few 
points which he should observe in its direction,
1. He should be thoroughly familiar with Bible school work, 
and quite well acquainted with the members of his school,
2. Be present early and open promptly,
3. Keep a good position before the whole school,
4. Be positive and not apologetic,
5. Be quiet, orderly and systematic,
6. Use the Bible,
7. Never talk long,
8. Possess self-control,
9. Be pleasant--sioile; don't scowl or scold.
10. Keep his hand ,on the throttle,
11. Keep the program moving,
12. Not talk against disorder—everybody must hear.
13. Not be sentimental or mushy, but manly and straightforward.
14. Have the details well worked out.
15. Have a note book,
16. Adapt the program to the \\'eather.
17. Use bright songs on a dark day.
18. Have good music, special music, well-selected hymns and a 
number of reserve hymns.
19. Have an occasional recitation by a scholar, class or teacher, 
and be cautious about special or outside speakers,
20. Have one surprise for each program,
21. Advertise the lesson or special features occasionally by
card.
22. Should have things so well organized and in hand that he 
can remain at the desk through the whole session.
25. Close the school at the appointed time.
Another address may be given on:
"WHY GRADE THE CHILD AND THE CURRICULUl!" .
We ought to do as nearly as we can what God has done. In grading 
the child the Sunday School is simply recognizing God’s divisions. In 
grading the lesson material it is trying to meet the demands which God 
has put in the child mind and nature, ^he public school has recognized 
the importance of grading. If graded material -is necessary for a secu­
lar education, why should not religious material be even more carefully 
adapted to the child mind and needs?
The child development covers a period of twenty-four years and 
takes place in physically and intellectually recognized periods.
The Periods are described in our Standard for Church Schools,
Dr. Walter S, Athearn in "The Church School" discusses the character­
istics of each period and suggests the subjects and types of material 
which should be taught.
Community Meeting of Church Workers,
In a community meeting of church vforkers where the District Super­
intendent wishes to arouse interest in the subject of Religious Sdioa- 
tion and possibly pave the way for the organization of a Community i^chooi
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von such, themes as: "The Need of Religious Education in American 
DSmocracy", "Present Day Demands for Religious Education'', "The Perils 
of Education without Religious Training", "How a Community May Train 
Workers to Adequately Instruct Her Childhood in Religion". In this 
last subject he would describe the need, the purpose, the organization, 
and conduct of such a school linder the follovfing heads:
Disturbing elements of the community.
Number of children under 25 years of age not receiving any 
religious education.
Number in the Church schools receiving inadequate time and 
instruction in religion.
purpose to untfe Protestant forces to train workers who may 
train children.
Location of school--building needed.
Length of school—periods of each session.







Helpful material for Community Meetings may be found in the 
following discussion:
PROBLEMS IN A Ul^ITARY SYSTEM OF EDUCATION
Here we'wish to discuss seven problems concerning the complete 
education of all the people in a Democracy such as ours with special 
emphasis on the present pressing and perplexing question of Religious 
Education.
I. The State will build a system of public schools.
America is the hotae of Democracy. We love freedom:.and 
equality of rights as to government and the piu’suit of happiness. We 
cannot tolerate the idea of a ruling class lomng it over hosts of igno­
rant and enslaved people. We hold that every citizen must have tbe right 
of initiative, self-development, self-direction, and representative 
government. If,h07rever, every citizen is to be given a franchise and 
to be allOY;ed to express himself effectively on matters of government 
and public welfare, he must knovf what he is doing. He must be an'intelli­
gent citizen. He must be Informed, He must have the ability to th±n^, 
to reason, to fom conclusions, to act wisely, What he does should contri­
bute to the p rosperity, v/ell-being and happiness of all the people. De­
mocracy may be nm.de as weak and vile and dangerous as any autocracy in the 
hands of the ignorant. It takes wisdom and skill to build for permanence. 
In as far as we turn over to the people the responsibilities of citizen­
ship in so far does it become necessary to give them opportunities for 
education, -^‘he perpetuity of the state demands an education of citizens.
If we are to have a democracy that ia enduring and wholesome we must have 
people who know hov/ to make it such.
We may confidently expect that America which stands fcr 
liberty and for all that is good, true and enduring, vfill build a great 
system of public schools, ^hese schools will be adequate in equipment 
rich in curriculum, proficiently taught, efficiently supervised, and 
free and open to all the people. There will be no elass distinctions
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in American education. The poor, the unfoi-tunate, the laborer, the 
artisan will have as free an opportunity for intellectual development 
and training as the wealthy and the ruling classes, at least in the 
primary and secondary schools, including the high school which is the 
American people*s college. Advanced learning in the colleges and uni­
versities will be available likewise without distinction to all v/ho 
are industrious and frugal.
To be all that^ it should be for the permanence and wellbdng of the 
state^the education of all the people must be all Inclusive. Language, 
literature, history, physical science, social science, etc., are not 
sufficient. Man is more than an animal, more than a person, more than 
a social being—he is a religious being. To be well-orbed and well- 
fitted to take a place of activity in society and in the state he should 
experience and training in religion. A person may be well equipped in 
the arts and sciences and still be dangerous to the peimanence and 
wellbeing of the state. All our people should be educated and trained 
in all the things which go to build noble character—to make real man­
hood. Religion is of vital Importance to both individual and national 
character. T/e therefore hold that an opportunity for education and 
training in religion as well as in secular knowledge should be provided 
somehow for all the people in order to secure the permanence and highest 
wellMng of the state.
II. The core of the curriculum of the state schools will be the 
social sciences.
During the past century the core of the curriculum has been the 
physical sciences. Great discoveries and developments were made in 
these realms which are of great value to humanity. But to study things 
exclusively or- principally is not wholesome. The study of the stars, 
the flovfers, the rocks and hills, the animals, the body, mechanics, 
methods, money without properly relating them to God and the finer, holi­
er, moB enduring things has developed a naturalistic and materialistic 
philosophy with such exaggerated independent and individualistic tenden­
cies as to make the solidarity of society and the permanence of the state 
almost impossible. In such soil anarchy and bolshevism easily take root, 
we must study people. The humanities must have a larger place in our 
thinking, ^'he welfare of others—the common trials and needs of all men 
must be considered. Men must have common interests and ideals. They 
must be bound together so that they will sympathize with each other, 
struggle together, suffer together, rejoice together, work together, 
fight together, and endure together.
The present unrest and breaking up of society, the indifference to 
the finer, more sacred and more enduring things of the home, the state, 
and the church, and the present storm clouds of trouble will cause edu­
cators to ask, "What is the matter with society?" The principles which 
safeguard the wellbeing of men as a whole will be more thoroughly inves­
tigated. The state schools will no doubt make the social sciences the 
core of the curriculum. Naturalism, materialism, individualism can no 
longer usurp the mind of the thoughtful student. With the aid of the 
physical sciences, and ever increasing forma of labratory work the state 
will give more attention to sociology, ethics, psychology, econcmics, 
political economy, history, government, and such things as will radce 
for the highest good of all the people and for the perpetuity of the 
nation. Great social problems suchas the temperance question, the 
hamonlzlng of capital and labor, the adjustment of racial differences, 
the questions of finance, the relations of the rich and poor must be 
solved by leaders and followers who understand the laws of the raina.
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the feelings of the heart, the instincts of society and who have a high 
regard for the right, the good, the pure and the true. Social peace, 
social purity, social oneness, social solidarity and permanence will he 
more easily secured when the people \inderstand one another better. We 
look for distinct aids to social wellbeing from the study of the social 
sciences by all the people.
ITI. The relation of the universalized high school and compilL sory 
attendance laws to social solidarity.
If we are to secure social solidarity the masses must have an op­
portunity to study the social sciences. Manifestly these subjects can 
not be taught in the elementary schools. If they are to he given to 
all the people they must be introduced into the high school. They are 
of such vital importance that the school age should be raised from 
fourteen to eighteen and compulsory attendance laws enacted. The state 
should not only make it compulsory but economically possible for these 
young people to iremain in school to get t .... these common principles 
of social security while their ideals are being formed and many of their 
life choices are being made.
Democracy is the expression of the common mind. T^e kind of democ­
racy we want must be altruistic. It must have the social ideals ^tiich 
will cause it to hold together in a rising tide of national aims and 
life. Hence the necessity of all our youTig people getting the social 
sciences as well as the physical sciences in the high school eourse. 
Public sentiment will bring compulsory lavTS to secure such attendsnce. 
we now have one and a half million pupils in the high schools. The 
proposed laws would enroll six and a half million more. If this were 
to happen at once there would be no place or equipment for them and 
no teaching force. We are two billion dollars behind in building school 
houses now. Such an enrolment would call for a building enterprise such 
as was never known. It vrould also require an additional force *of two 
hiindred thousand new teachers v/hich would take the entire output of 
graduates from all departments of our colleges and universities. V/hile 
this sentiment isbeing created we must be erecting more buildings and 
preparing more teachers. Without doubt the resources are at hand; inspi­
ration, method and leadership are the present pressing needs.
The church must keep in mind that she raust furnish a correspcnding 
and adequate religious background for these same young people. She must 
have well trained teachers in the pulpit and in the Sunday school. They 
will have to deal with scholars who y/ill not only know the 'physical 
sciences but who will have certain social standards and ideals. They 
will have a philosophy, an ethics and a way of life of their own. If 
their instructors have not been Christians these pupils may become a 
real problem for the church. The teachers of the church should know 
what the schools are giving and especially be thoroughly acquainted 
with the ethics and ideals of Jesus Christ if they do not want to be 
argued off their feet and brushed aside as ^ ' of little consequence.
IV. Religion will not be taught in the public schools.
Prom the beglnhings of our national life as democratic citizens we 
have held that the church and the state should be separate. For the 
sake of religious liberty and political freedom we have set out to main­
tain a free church within a free state. There are certain common ele­
ments and relations of a people which come under the controland protec­
tion of the law, but we have held that the ideals, the method and^the expression of a man’s religion v/ithin the limits of these common laws
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should be left to the deteminatlon of his own conscience. Our principle 
of "majority rule" does not obtain in matters of religion. Neither the 
majority nor the minority can ever have povrer enoixgh to Impose its reli­
gious convictions upon the American people. This separation of the state 
and the church predetermines a separation of the state schools and the 
church schools.
The moment the state is given the task of teaching religion that 
moment the church becomes subservient to the state. The state will de­
termine the kind of religion we are to have. She will naturally and 
necessarily take the function of supervision as well as instruction, 
and decide what parts of the Bible and what doctrines are to be taaght, 
and what text books and methods are to be used. Many of the supervisors 
and instructors of the public schools have never had any personal reli­
gious experience, or lnstruct^.on in the Bible or training in the worship 
and activities of religion, •‘■he church would not feel safe to entrust 
the toaching of religion to their hands, fjiey would neither be compe­
tent nor safe in handling sacred truth.
Then, too, ours is a cosmopolitan population. All nationalities 
and races, religions and faiths are instructed together in secular 
knov/ledge in the public schools. As soon as an instructor attempts to 
teach religion he'raust arbitrarily ride over the* faith of some. One 
or more sections of the school and community will be mortally offended. 
If the school is divided into religious or denominational groups the 
democracy, unity and solidarity of the school is broken up, and reli­
gious and class hatreds are fostered. The Instruction of pastors or 
denominational leaders would also in many cases be very weak. If the 
attempt is made to teach religion to the vrhole school by simply teach- 
in g the elements coromon to all, the raater^ must be reduced until there 
is nothing worthwhile left to teach. The moment the teacher tries to 
give any content to the common element, for example, the concept of 
God, or sin, or redemption, he is sure to introduce the uncommon and 
bring offence to some one.
Many hold that the Bible should be used in the devotions of the 
public schools. At present it is read daily for this purpose in thou­
sands of our American schools. This is well, but in most cases only 
disjointed sections, which it is hoped, will not be offensive to any 
one are read. In any case, a mere reading of the Bible is not adequate 
as a method of teaching religion. Sow. hold that the Bible may be taught 
in the public schools as history, literature and ethics. This again 
would not give our people an adequate training in religion. The rules 
of study and teaching applied in the public school would rob this his­
tory, literature and ethics of the spiritual dynamic and leave them 
hanging on the wall of memory as mere skeletons. Public school teachers 
do not know psychology and pedagogy in terms of sentiment, emotion and 
ideals, They would not be prepared or expected to convey the religious 
setting and background along with the histcJry, literature and ethics of 
the Bible, fhe religious experience vjhich gave rise to this material 
and which it is intended to produce is the most important element to 
be conveyed. The teaching of the Bible should result in religious con­
victions and experiences. It should give a consciousness of God and 
all the phenomena attending a change of heart and life. It should help 
the pupil to pray and conduct himself righteously and to be active in 
the promotion of the Kingdom of God. We do not want the state to handle 
the Bible merely as it handles secular material. We want the Bible kept 




V. The Hcane and* the Churoh must teach religion to the America! 
people.
Every American home should be a place where religion can take root 
and grow and bring forth fruit. For the sake of a safe democracy and 
all that is good and true parents should read and explain the Bible to 
their children, follow some course of Bible study, pray with them, sing 
hymns v^ith them, discuss together the high ideals of their Christian 
faith, encourage worship in the church and demonstrate an attractive 
Christian life. This requires time, patience, equipment, and effort, 
and should all be done in terms that will be understood and appreciated; 
terms that have a relation to child life and interests, ^he influence 
of the home have a most, powerful effedt upon the character, conduct and 
achievements,
The task of giving definite and systematical instruction in reli­
gion to all the people is a function of the church. The state has left 
this work largely to the church but the church has not taken her teaching 
work seriously. She must arouse herself to leadership in this work, bear 
her responsibility and make use of her opportunity. T'ne state shoild 
cooperate in building up a coordinated system of schools which will tend 
to make intelligence and righteousness coextensive. The skilled hand 
and informed mind must be united with a good heart. Both state and 
church must be deeply interested in producing such citizenship. The 
state will not be aaked to teach religion but she should be willing to 
grant an adequate amount of the children’s time on Sundays and on week­
days to insure religious training of all the people under ch\irch auspices. 
It will then be the task of the cKurch to build up a system of schools 
for Sunday and weekday instruction in religion paralled and complemen­
tary to and coordinated with the public schools. These church schools 
must be of such quality as to command the respect and cooperation of the 
state for the common purpose of developing character and citizensiip that 
will be safe for the democracy of the future.
It will not solve the problem for the churches to take their chil­
dren from the public schools and put them into parochial schools. Be­
lieving in the unitary process of education the Catholics and others 
have adopted the parochial system. It has been found in general that 
the mental equipment of the parochial school child is such that after 
six years if he'were to be placed in the public schools he would^have 
to be pit back two years of the children of his age. The parocaial 
system fostered by a. church cannot produce as high quality material, 
nor as adequate equipment, nor as efficient teachers. It will decrease 
the level of intelligence of the people. All the people together can 
build the strongest system with the most adequate instruction and equip­
ment. Another strong criticism of this system is that it is not demo­
cratic. Tf all the religious boards should adopt the parochial school 
method the public schools would be destroyed and there would be no place 
in which our people could receive the common ideas, skills, attitudes, 
ideals, and loyalties necessary for the social solidarity for our democ­
racy. The universal adoption of this plan would break up society into 
7/arring camps, promote suspicion, jealousy, unwholesome rivalry, dass 
hatred, and in the end, disrupt our democracy-
The church'must have a part of the child’s time and provide means 
rrhereby she can |iva that religious knowledge, experience and training 
which will complement and vitalize the secular and scientific instruc­
tion of the public schools. This she may do through such efforts as 
"D4ily Vacation Bible and Recreation Schools", Vacation Institutes or 
Schools of Religious Instruction", Denominational Schools in Training
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for church Membership or Confirmation", "Teacher Training Classes" and 
"GRADED Instruction in the Sunday School" vfith recognition given by 
high schools, colleges and universities of the state toT/ard graduation 
of credits given by the Sunday schools, church Colleges and Universities, 
the "Community Training School" and the "Week-day Schools of Religion" fos­
tered by the churches and entire community,
VI, Evils of a Dual System of Education.
In this country vie have had a unified school system open to all* In 
some coiintries there have been schools for the royalty, the wealthy, and 
the privileged classes with rich courses and highly trained instructors, 
and schools for the poor and the common folks with rather inferior courses 
and instruction. This has developed a minority class of bosses, rulers, 
and leaders and a majority class of servants, slaves and poor folk* Misery 
uuhappiness and class- hatred follow. General intelligence is lowered. 
Initiative, independence and progress is curbed. In this land every man 
may be a citizen with rights, opportunites and powers equal to those of 
his neighbor. He may vote, make laws, take free part in government, 
commerce, education and religion, V/tth all classes sitting together in 
our public schools and learning alike the great body of knowledge and 
having the same opportunities for training, skill and achievement, we 
may hooe for the development of a democracy with such a social solidarity 
and rightness of purpose and life as to endure to bless the world for ages 
to come,
Hor is it a wholesome thing to havep arochial schools and church 
colleges attempting to do in a fragmentary and imperfect way the same 
work which the state is doing in a very efficient way by the aid of the 
very best that can be had of material, equipment and instructors. The 
primary business of the church schools and colleges is to teach reli­
gion and not the arts and sciences except inso^J'ar as they may be used 
to illustrate religious truth or to be filled with religious interpreta­
tion and meaning. The strange thing is that is has been the most diffi­
cult task to get church colleges to teach religion at all, 'with an assump­
tion of special piety they have been zealous in taking the students from 
the state schools and in building a name for themselves through teaching 
the same thing the state teaches. Why should a man pay taxes to Imve 
his children get the same thing in the church school? Many of the church 
colleges have done a noble work but this sort of a dual system will not 
be necessary when once the church does her full duty in teaching religion 
from the beginning throughout the child*s life. The religious facts, 
ideals, sentiments, and emotions will have such a hold on the individual 
child, and the church by her efficient and telling work will have so in­
fluenced the state institutions that we will not need to fear sending 
our boys and girls to them. There should be no need for the church 
schools competing with the state schools in sedular instruction, IH the 
public schools all the people will be able to get those common elements 
which tend to break down class distinctions and build up a true democracy, 
and here many minds and much wealth will be able to make the good things 
the world possesses available to all.
VII, How will we secure the unity of the educative process vfith a 
dual system of church and state schools?
If the state will not teach religion and It becomes the duty of the 
church to do so, and because of this she must build up an adequate system 
of schools alongside the schools of the state, then we still seem^o be for 
ced into a dual method of education. But the two systems will no-^e ene­
mies, nor will they compete vfith each other for scholars and honors.
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Both systems v/ill be parts of one unitary system of education. The 
individual should have moral and spiritual trainingaas well as secular 
and scientific. It is the duty of the church to give the one and the 
state the other. They must work together, recognize and help each other. 
The state has her buildings, instinictors, material and methods quite fully 
and highly developed. The church should nov; attempt to build a parallel 
system of education which can be correlated and coordinated so closely 
in institutions, method of control, in curricula, methods of teaching, 
plan of gradation, credits, etc., with the work of the public schools as 
to make possible a unified process of education.
The schools of religion may keep in touch and abreast with the 
public schools in using much the same scientific methods and the same 
material for moral and religious purposes. The church may take the body 
of matter taught in the public schools and shoot it full of spiritual 
content and interpretation. History, geography, literature, mathematics, 
and science may all be given some spiritual significance and may be used 
to illustrate religious truth and experience.
To shov/ how closely the chui-ch and state schools may be paralleled 
and correlated we give a representation of the two in outline as shown in 
Prof. \T.S. Athearn*s book on Religious Education and American Democracy.
A. Education with state sup­
port.





4. Junior High school.
5. Senior High school.
6. Junior college.
B. Education with church support.
I. A system of church schools for th€ 
masses.
1. Elementary, including Cradle
Roll, Beginners, Primary 
and Junior Depts, -of the 
graded church school.
2. Secondary, including the inter­
mediate and part of the 
senior grades.
3. Religious Day schools—closely
graded,
4. Adult department of the church
school.
5. The church school.
7. Senior college 6. Graduate schools of religion.
8. University, including pro­
fessional schools and 
university extension 
courses,
Hi A system of training schools II 
for the training of 
Teachers and supervi­
sors for the public 
schools,
1.Local institutes and profes­
sional reading circles.
A system of schools for the Tralr 
Ing for'Teachers and super­
visors of church schools,
1, Teacher training class in local
churches.
2, Community training schools.
2.City normal colleges, 3.Training schools for special
groups, districts, state 02: 
3.State nomal colleges, national.
TP wv
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4. Departments of education
in state colleges*
5. Graduate schools or educa­
tion doing research 
labratory and experi­
mental work in educa­
tion*
III* A system of educational super- III.A system of educational super­
vision*
1.Superintendent of local schoc
2. City superintendents*




6. Community coioncils and 
boards of Education.
7. Denominational and Inter­
denominational Boards 
of Education*
Methods and systems of religious education with practical correlation 
with the state schools are still in experiment* The Garry and Malden 
Plans are among the most notable and successful to the present time.
vision.
1.Village and ward principals*





6.United States commissioner 
of education.
4. Departments of religious educatioj
in church colleges,
5. Graduate schools of religious edu­




8. Distribution of Books and Introduction of Workers* Libraries.
All the leaders in a Conference Program of Religious Education 
should be fsonillar with the standard works on the various phases of 
religious education. They can do much to further this cause through 
the distribution of books among local workers and the introduction of 
Workers* Libraries in the local churches.- By studying the following 
Bibliography and the needs ahd the financial ability of the various 
schools, they'may be able to recommend helpful combinations of book 
sets. In mentioning prices it is well to state that they frequently 
change. Denominational publishing houses will furnish any book.
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Natural V/ay in Moral Training, DuBois. Revell, N.Y. $1*50 
The Teacher and the Child, Mark. Revell, N. Y. 75j^
The Children's Reading, Olcott. Houghton Mifflin Co. $1.35 
Graded Social Service, Hutchins. University of Chicago Press, Chi­
cago. 75j2^
The Pupil and the Teacher, Weigle. George H. Doran Co., N.Y. $1.25 
The Recitation, Betts. Houghton, Mifflin Co.,Boston. 60j^
For the Children's Hour, Bailey. Milton Bradley Co., Springfield, 
Mass, $1.50
Historical Geography of Bible Lands, Calkin* Presbyterian Board of 
Publication, Philadelphia. $1.00
Bible Manners and Customs, Maokie. Fleming H. Revell Co.,N.Y. 75jzf 
Heroes of Israel, Soares. University of Chicago Press, Chicago. $1*00 
Outlines of the Life of Christ, Sanday. Charles Scribners’ Sons,
New York. 50^
What Shall He-do Now? Canfield. Frederick A. ,Stokes Co., N.Y. $1.50 
The School in the Home, Hillis. Fleming H, Revell Co., N.Y. 50jzf 
Old Greek Stories, Baldwin. American Bk. Co., N. Y. idd 
The Children's Life of Abraham Lincoln, 8utnam. A.C.McClurg & Co., 
Chicago. $1.25
Heroes and Great Hearts, Dale. D.C.Health & Co.,Boston. 60^
Animal Story Book, Lang. Longma , Green & Co.,N. Y. $2.00 
jack of All Trades, Board. Charles Scribner's Sons, New York. $2.00 
Outdoor Handy Book, Beard. Charles Sqribner's Sons, Ne?? York. $2.00 
Uhat a Girl Can Make and Do, Beard, ^harles Scribner's S^. N.Y. $2.0( 
Things 7/orth Doing, Beard. Charles Scribner's Sons. New ^ork. $2.00 
Bench V/ork in Wood, Goss. Ginn & Co.,Boston. 85^2^
Home Decorations, V/heeler. Doubleday & Page Co., Garden City, N,Y.$l.t 
Outdoor Book for Boys, Adams, Harper & Brothers, New York. $1.75 
Garden Making, Bailey. Macmillan Co.,N.Y. $1.50 
Recreation for Girls, Beard. Charles Scribner's Sons, N.Y. $2,00 
One Hundred and Fif^ Gymnastic Games, Perrin and others. 10^
JSmerican Sports Pub. Co., New York.
The Intermediate-Senior-Young People.
Leaflet -No. 3. Secondary Division State and County Work, Inter, S*
S. Ass'n, Chicago.
Leaflet No. 6. Older Boys' and Girls' Conferences. Inter, S.S, Ass'n* 
The Secondary Division Organized for Service, Alexander. Revell -Go.SOj 
The Sunday School and The Teens, Alexander. Ass’n Press. 50j^
The Teens and The Rural Sunday School, Alexander, Ass'n Press. 50}^ 
Brothering The Boy, Rafferty, Griffin & Rowland. 75^2^
The Boy and the Sunday School, Alexander. Ass’n Press, $1,00 
From Youth Into Manhood, Hall. Ass'n Press. 50j^
The Girl in Her Teens, Slattery. Sunday School Times Co. 50j^
Girlhood and Character, Moxcey. Methodist Book Concern. $1,50 
Leaders of Girls, Espey, Methodist Book Concern. 75^
What a Girl 0\xght to Read, Slattery,
62
The Intea^mediate Worker and His Work, Lewis, Methodist Bk. Concern,85j^ 
The Religion of the Adolescents, Richardson. ” " $1.25
The Girl and Her Religion, Slattery. Pilgrim Press, Boston. $1.50 
The’Boy and the Church, Foster. Sunday School Times. $1.25 
The Unfolding of Personality, Mark. University of Chicago Press, 
Chicago. $1.00
Dictionary of the Bible, Hastings. Charles Scribner*s Sons. N.Y. $5.0 
History of the Hebrew People, Kent, (T;-?© volumes) $1.25 each. Scribne 
History of the ^ewish People, Kent. Charles Scribner’s Sons.H.Y. $1.2 
Historical Geography of Bible Lands, Calkin. Presbyterian Board or 
Publication, Philadelphia, $1.00
The High School Age, King. Bobbs-Mei’rill Co,, Indianapolis, Ind.fl.OO 
The Making of Character, MacCunn. Macmillan Co., New York. $1.25 
social Plans for Young People, Reisner. Methodist Bk. Concern. N^ork. 
75^
Ethics for Young People, Everett. Ginn & Co., Boston. 50p 
The Efficient Life, Gulick. Doubleday, Page & Co,, Garden City, N.Y. 
$1.20
A Guide to Pictures, Caffin, Doubleday, Page 8c Co., ” " ” ”
$1.25
A Guide to Music, Mason. Doubleday, Page & Co.,Garden City, H.Y. $1.25 
Pictures from English Literature, Hamlin. Educational .Pub. ’Co. Chi.60 
The World’s Great Orations, Cody. A.G.McClurg & Go. Chicago. $1.00 
Myths of Greece and Rome, Guerber. American Bk. Co,, N.Y* $1.50 
Legends of the Rhine, Guerber. A'^S.Barnes Sc Go., N.Y. $^«fC 
The Oregon Trail, Park^raeni. Little, Brown £ Co., Boston* $1*00 
TheY/orld’s Discoverers, Johnson. Little, Brown & Co.,Boston.
The Young Electrician, Hall. The Macmillan Co., N.Y. $1.50
,*50
The Adult*
Leaflet No. 2, 
Leaflet No. 4. 
Leaflet No. 1. 
Leaflet No. 302 










Organized Class. Inter. S.S. Ass’n. Chicago. 
Through-the-f/eek Activities. Inter, S.S. Aas’n. Chi.
The Organized Departments. ”
Adult Bible Class Organization “
The O.A.B.C. at Work. "
One Hundred Things O.A.B.C’s
are doing. ”
O.A.B.C. Federations. "
The Parents’ Department ”
The AduJ-t Worker and His Work, Barclay. Board of Simday Schools, 
Chicago. 75^
The Adult Bible Class, Pearce. Westminster Press. 35^
The Ideal Adult Bible Class, Wells. Pilgrim Press. 50^
Fishin’ fer Men, Clark. Eaton ’ Mains, New York. $1.25
The Teaching of Bible Glasses, See. : Y.M.C.A* Press, New York. 75^
Adult Class Study, Wood. Pilgrim Press* $1.00
Hovr to Build Up an Adult Glass, Mdnlnger. Standard Pub. Co. Cin­
cinnati. 25^
Adults in the Sunday-school,Bovard.
Social Activities of Man and Boys, Chesley. Ass’n Press. $1.25 
The Home Department of Today, Stebbins. Sunday Times, 50jzf 
The Philosophy of Religion, Galloway. Chas. Scribner’s Sons, N.Y. 
$2.50
Principles of Religious Development, Galloway. Macmillan Co.,N.Y. 
$3.00
Varieties of Religious Experience, James. Longmans, 'Green & Co.,N.Y. 
$3.20
Great Men of the Christian Church, T/alker. University of Chicago Pres 
Chicago. $1.25
Kvents and Epophs in Religious History, Clarke. Houghton, Mifflin 
& Co., Boston. $2.00
Studies in the History of Modern Education, Hoyt. Silver, Burdett & 
Co., Nevr York. $1.50
Comparative Religion, Jevons. Macmillan Co., Now York. $1.50 
The Making of Character, MacCunn. Macmillan Co. Nevf York. $1.25 
Education in Religion and Morals, Coe. Fleming Revell,Co. N. Y,
$1.35
The Psychological Principles of Education, Horne. Macmillan Co.,
N.Y. $1.75
Scientific Management in the Churches, Mathews. University of Chi­
cago Press. 50j^
How To Study Pictures, Coffin. Century Co., New York. $2.00 
The Gospel in Art, Bailey. Pilgrim Press, Boston. $3.00
The Home Department.
Leaflet No. 305. The Home Department. Inter. S.s. Ass*n. Chicago. 
The Sxinday School and The Home, Brown. Sunday School Times, Phila­
delphia, Penna. 25^
The School in The Home, Berle. Moffat, Yard & Co.,New York. $1.40 
Religious Education in The Family, Cope. University of Chicago 
Press, Chicago. $1.25
The Self-Training of Mothers, Chance. J.B. Lippincott. $1.25 
The Horae Class and the Horae Department, Hazard. Out of print. 
Confidences, Lowry. Forbes & Co., Chicago. 50jzf 
Biology, Physiology and Sociology'of Reproduction, Hall. Wynne- 
wood publishing Co., Chicago. $1.00 
The Management and Training of Children, Shearer. Macmillan Co.,
New York. $1.50
Child Nature and Child Nurture, St.John. Pilgrim Press, Boston. 50^ 
The Training of Children in Religion, Hodges. D. Appleton & Co.,
New York. $1.50
Gentle Measures in the Management and Training of the Yoting, Abbott.
Harper & Brothers, Nevf York. $1,25 
The Sunday School at Word, Fergusson.
Teacher Training,
The Pupil and the Teacher, Welgle. Doran. N. Y. $1.00
How to Conduct a Training Class, Kearney. Revell Co. N.Y. $1.00
Point of Contact in Teaching, DuBois. Dodd, Mead 8c Co. N.Y. 75^
The Training of Sunday-school Teachers and Officers, McElfresh.
Revell Co. N.Y. ^1.25
A Guide for Teachers of Training Classes, Slattery.Pilgrim Press 60<^ 
Talks with the Training Class, Slattery.Pilgrim Press. 68^
The Making of a Teacher, Brumbaugh. Sunday School Times. #1.50 
Living Teachers, Slattery. Pilgrim Press. Out of print.
The Unfolding Life, Lamoreaux. Methodist Bk. Concern. N.Y. $1.00 
The Highway to Leadership, Slattery. Pilgrim Press. Boston. $1.50 
The Man of Nazareth, Anderson.
HOW Wo Got our Bible, Smyth.
Christianity and Social Service. Batten & Rausohenbush.
How to Teach a Sunday School Lesson. H.E.Corraack. Revell Co. N.Y.
How to Teach the Life of Christ.. Hugh T. Kerr. American Baptist Pub.C 
Philadelphia, Penna.
Teaching Values of the New Testament, Hugh T. Kerr. Am. Bap. Pub. Co. 
The Sxinday School, Robert Wells Veach. ” ” ” "
Teaching Values of the Old Testament, Walter W. Moore" " " "
Teacher Training (Continued)
Program of Christianity, Prof. Frank K. Sanders. Am. Bap 
PhiladeIphia, Penna•
How to Train the Devotional Life, Edgar Whitaker Work. ” 
Sunday School Experience, Henry Edward Tralle, Am. ”
Pub. Co.
i
stories and story Telling.
^ I^V/onder-fffay Stories, Adam, Geor'ge. Doran. New'York. $1.25
* Stories for Sunday Telling, Bailey, Carolyn. Methodist Book Concern.
Neyr York, $1.75
Stories Children Need, Bailey, Carolyn. Milton Bradley, $1.75 
Best Stories to tell to Children, Bryant, Sar. Houghton Mifflin & co. 
Boston. $2.50
The Sunday Story Hour, Cragin, Laura. Doran, N. Y. $1.25 
Kindergarten Stories for Sunday School and Home, Cragin, Laura.
Doran, N. Y. $1.25
Story of the Bible, Foster, Charles. Winston, N. Y. $2.00 
The Use of the Story in Religious Education, Eggleston. Doran, N.Y. 
$1.60
Fireside Stories for Girls in Their Teens, " *' ” ” ”
$1.50
Some Great Stories and Hoy/ to Tell Them, Wyohe. Newson & Co., N. Y. 
$1.00
Music and Worship in Church School.
The Book of Worship of the Church School, Hartshorne. Scritner*s Sons 
New York. $1.50
' The Manual for Training in W'orship, Hartshorne. Scribner’s Sons,
Nev/ York. $1.50
Song Stories for the Sunday School, Hill. Summy. Chicago. 15j^
Primary and Junior Songs for the Sunday School, Hofer.Sc Baldwin.
Su2nmy, Chicago. 40^
Junior Hymns and Carols, Leyda. Leyda Co., Wapello, Iowa. 35^
Hymnal for American Youth, Smith, H. Augustine. Century Co. N.Y.$1.00
Songs of the Seasons, Stock. W.A.V7ilde, Boston. 25^
The History and Use of Hymns and Hymn~Tunes, Breed. Revell, Chicago. 
$1.50
k Dictionary of Hymnology, Julian. Scribner’s Sons, N.Y. $7.00 
The Gospel Worker^s Treasury, Lorenz. United Brethren Pub. go. Chi. $1 
Music in the Church, Lutkin. Young Co., Cn.icago. $1.00
General.
^ Social Development and Education, O’Shea. Houghton Mifflin Co.
f Boston. $2.00
I The Outlines of Educational Psychology, Pyle. Warwick Co. N.Y. $1.25
I Parent, Child, and Church, Smith.
The Psychology of Religion, Starbuck. Scribner’s Sons. N.Y. $1.50 
i A Text-Book of Psychology, Titchener. Macmillan, N.Y.. $2.50
Religious Education and Democracy, Winchester. Methodist Book Concern 
New York. $2.50





Fireside Ch-ildhood Study, DuBols. Dodd, Mead ffi Co., N.Y. §1*00 
Children*s Rights, v/iggin. Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston. §1.25 
The Study of A Child, Taylor. |l.25 
. Secrets of Sunday School Teaching, Pell. Revell, Chicago. §1.25
Seven Laws of Teaching, Gregory. Pilgrim Press,'Boston. 75js 
The vocational Guidance of Youth, Bloomfield, Houghton Mifflin Co. 
75i
Devotional Life of’ the Sunday School Teacher, Miller. Vfestminster 
Press, Philadephia. 50/.
Half a Century of Growth and Service, Inter. S.S, Ass*n. 50/
The Efficient Layman, Cope. Griffith & Rowland Press. §1»00
The Religion of a Mature Mind, Coe. Revell Co. New York. §1.75 
The Church, A Coram-unlty Force, Tippy. Missionary Education Movement, 
New York. 50^
I The Social Creed of The Churches, Ward. Methodist Book Concern, 50/
A Passion for Souls, Jowett. Revell, New Yoi'k. 50^
The Child for Christ, McKinney. Revell." " 50/
' The Spiritual Life, Coe. Revell Co., " " $1.00
» Twice-Bom Men, Begbie. " " " 50^
Souls in Action, Begbie. Doran. N.Y. 75/
Down in Water Street, Hadley. Revell, Nevf.York. §1.25 
I The Psychology of Religion, Starbuck. Scribner's Sons. N.Y. #1.75
Winning To Christ, Burroughs. 50/
. How to Bring Men to Christ, Torry. Revell. 75/
The Parents* Guide to Sex Problems, Kendall. Geneva, Ill. $1.00 
Four Epochs in Life, Muncie. Gospel Pub. House, N.Y. $1.50 
A Song of Life, Morley. A.C.McClurg & Co., $1.10 net.
* The Renewal or Life, Merely. A.C.McClurg & Co, §1.10 net.
The Sunday-school an B^vangeli^it Opportunity, Hannan. Methodist Bk. 
Concern, Boston. 75^
Temperance.
The Liquor Problem, Richardson. Methodist Book Concern. Cincinnati.60^
A Century of Drink Reform, Fehlandt. Eaton & Mains, New York. 60/
The Sunday School ahd Temepranoe, Stevens, Revell Co# $1.25






Missionary Program Material, Perris. Missionary Education Movement, 
Hew York. 50^
Social Aspect of Foreign Missions, Faunce. Missionary Education 
Movement, New York. 75/Men and Missions, Ellis. Sunday School Times Co. $1.00
Strategic Pointy in the World's Conquest, Mott. Student Volunteer 
Movement. $1.00
Missions and Leadership,White. 50^
Missionary Programs and Incidents, Trull. Missionary Education 
Movement, New York. 50^
Missionary Methods in the Sunday School, Trull. Sunday School Times, 
Philadelphia. 50^'
Missions in the Sunday School, Hixson. Revell Co., New York. 75^
Missionary Education in Home and School, Diffendorfer. Abingdon Press 
Cincinnati. $1.50
Graded Missionary Education of Church School, tBeaivl# American Baptist 
publication Society. Philadelphia. 75/
66
Religions Education in the Country*
Country Life and The Country School, Carney. Rov/land, Peterson & Co. 
$1.25
Solving the Country Church Problera, Bricker. Methodist Book Concern* 
$1.25
The Challenge of The Country, Piske. Ass^n Press. 75^
ThB Rural Church Movement, Earp. Methodist Book Concern. 75^
The Church of the Open Country, Pilson. Missionary Education Move­
ment. 60^
/
